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THE SURFSTAR

by Douglas Page

FADE IN:

EXT. NORTH SHORE OF OAHU, HAWAII - DAWN1 1

OVER THE SCENE 

INTRO. TITLES RUN:

HIGH-ANGLE - SLOW MOTION

In the pre-dawn light, dark lines slowly move across a dim 

gray background.

As the dawn brightens, the lines become recognizable as large 

ocean swells moving toward a palm-fringed shoreline.

Not far offshore, dozens of dark shapes are clustered 

together in one area where the swells are rising 

dramatically.

The shapes rise up as the peak of each swell passes beneath 

them, then they sink behind it and disappear as it moves 

past. After several seconds, they reappear as the next swell 

lifts them up again, only to disappear again as the cycle 

repeats - again - and again.

A gentle offshore breeze is blowing plumes of spray off the 

crests of the waves as they break closer to the shore. The 

distant roar of breaking waves gradually grows louder.

INTRO. TITLES END.

OVER THE SCENE

TITLE: North Shore of Oahu, Hawai'i

TITLE: Banzai Pipeline - November

The shapes are surfers, sitting on their surfboards, waiting 

for the next set of waves.

Suddenly, like a flock of birds changing direction in unison, 

they all begin moving toward the horizon. The reason soon 

becomes apparent. A huge set is approaching, marching 

silently in from the open sea.

The pack of surfers paddle hard to get over the first wave as 

it begins to break. The second wave is even bigger and breaks 
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farther out. Still furiously paddling out - some make it over 

- some don't.

As the 3rd wave of the set jacks up far out on the outside 

reef, several surfers turn half way up the wave's face and 

begin stroking hard to try to catch it as it starts to break. 

At that moment, the first rays of sunrise strike it's crest, 

illuminating the plumes of spray in brilliant light. 

Suddenly, one of the surfers drops out of the spray and 

plummets down the face of the wave. At the bottom he carves 

his board hard into the water and turns back up the wave. 

Like a ball bouncing off cement, he rockets up the wave's 

face into the pocket as the breaking lip pitches over him. He 

disappears for several seconds as the wave reels across the 

reef.

FLIP TO REAL TIME AND FULL SOUND:

Then, in the midst of a huge whoosh of spray, he blasts out 

the end of the tube back into the sunlight - as the wave 

collapses behind him.

In front of the break, still in shadow on the beach near the 

water's edge, two men stand silhouetted against the churning 

sea - watching.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. THE BEACH AT PIPELINE - SUNRISE2 2

TOM CLARK, looks 50ish, rugged yet boyish, very fit, tan, 

sun-bleached hair, in surf trunks and a tank top - stands on 

the beach with his longtime friend and surf buddy, JACK COLE, 

also very fit and tan but a bit more weathered. Both men 

stare out at the world's most famous wave, the Banzai 

Pipeline. The surf is firing. Fifteen foot barrels are 

roaring down the reef. By now there are nearly 75 surfers in 

the lineup.

TOM

Remember when we used to surf here

on days like this with only a few of

us in the water?

JACK

(sighs nostalgically)

Aah yeah, those were the days. So

many great memories.

They continue staring out to sea for a long moment. Beyond 

them, out where the waves are breaking, a surfer drops in and 

rides a wave.
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TOM

You know, it's not that we aren't

capable of surfing this wave

anymore, we did it for years, But,

with the crowd nowadays, it's nearly

impossible to get a wave.

I reckon almost everyone out there

is either a pro - or trying to be.

JACK

Yeah, I know, and with that many

guys all trying to get a wave - and

not run over somebody or get run

over - sooner or later, one of 'em

is gonna make a big mistake. That

makes it even more dangerous than it

already is.

TOM

You got that right. That's why we

quit surfing here, remember - it

just got too crazy.

They continue watching. Jack turns and looks at Tom.

JACK 

You know Tom, you should've gone pro

back then. You were good enough, I

know you could have won contests.

TOM

Naw, there was no money in it in

those days. I had to make a living. 

(Pause)

TOM (CONT'D) 

Besides, when you do something you

love, like surfing - if you turn

that into your job - it loses

something. I don't ever wanna lose

that ‘stoke’ I get from surfing.

Both men continue staring out at the waves for a long moment.

TOM (CONT'D)

(straight-faced but with a 

hint of a smile)

You know what I'm takin' about Jack

- it's kinda' like you, with - sex.

A quick smirk crosses Jack's face as catches on to Tom's 

tease immediately.
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JACK 

(playing along)

Yeah, that is a problem - but, hey,

the money is good and it's steady

work - and there will never be a

lack of demand.

They exchange glances, enjoying the banter, then continue 

staring out at the waves.

TOM

Oh man, how I would love to get

another crack at being out there

again with just 3 or 4 of us in the

water -- and pulling into those

perfect barrels --

(he sighs)

but I'm afraid that ship has sailed.

Jack turns and looks at Tom.

JACK

Well, you could finally go pro and

then you'd get to paddle out with

just 3 other guys.

TOM

(scoffing)

Yeah, right, they’d laugh me out of

the water. The oldest guy out there

is like, what, 30?

They both turn back and continue looking out to sea, watching 

the surfing. After a long moment -

TOM (CONT’D)

You know, I was just thinking about

that epic Thanksgiving day back in

70's - just five of us out - Jeff,

Gerry, Billy and us ---

DISSOLVE TO: 

FLASHBACK

EXT. THE BREAK AT PIPELINE - MORNING - 19793 3

OVER THE SCENE

TITLE: Thanksgiving Day, 1979

A young Tom and Jack are standing on the beach at Pipeline 

with their surfboards, waiting for a lull in the sets, before 
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paddling out. They watch as a monstrous wave breaks out on 

the reef unridden.

JACK

Whoa, that wave was gnarly.

TOM

Yeah, but it's looking so good - and

only three guys out - that's unreal

- let's go for it.

The set finally ends and they see their opportunity. They 

both run toward the water and leap over the shore break as it 

crashes at their feet. They land on their boards and begin 

paddling hard toward the lineup, as the current sweeps them 

toward the channel.

BEGIN MONTAGE: 

Tom catching a wave

Jack riding a wave

Jack's POV as he drops in on a wave

Underwater POV, Tom duck diving under a wave

Tom’s POV from inside the barrel.

Camaraderie between them in the water

Jack paddles over the shoulder as Tom drops in, carves a hard 

bottom turn, pulls into the barrel and flies past him.

Underwater POV - Tom riding past above, silhouetted through 

the water.

Tom's POV as he paddles over the shoulder of a wave as Jack 

carves a big cutback

END MONTAGE.

Tom is already on the beach standing with his board under his 

arm as Jack rides the soup up to the beach, then stands up, 

lifts his board up and walks out of the water up the beach to 

Tom.

TOM

Oh, dude, that was so fun.

JACK

Did you see that insane barrel I got

at Backdoor? I was completely --
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Their conversation fades as they walk up the beach toward 

Ehukai Beachpark talking. 

As they come off they beach they see a couple of really cute 

girls, DIANA and SYDNEY, who are standing at the edge of the 

park overlooking the beach - watching the surfing. As Tom and 

Jack approach, the girls smile, and Jack starts a 

conversation with them.

JACK

Hi, beautiful day, isn't it?

DIANA

(Aussie accent)

Oh yeah - it's lovely. Wow, that's

so awesome that you guys can surf

those waves.

TOM

Yeah, it's just great being out

there.

SYDNEY

How long did it take you guys to

learn how to surf like that?

TOM

Oh, we grew up surfing.

JACK

(jokingly)

We make it look easy - but it's not.

Do you girls surf?

DIANA

Yeah, but we don’t have waves like

this back home.

TOM

I'm guessing you girls are from

Australia?

SYDNEY

Yeah, we're from Coolangatta, it's

up on the Gold Coast in Queensland.

We're just here on holiday.

TOM 

Well ladies, welcome to paradise.

Hi, I'm Tom, this is Jack.

SYDNEY

G'day Tom and Jack, I'm Sydney and

this is Diana - nice to meet you.
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TOM

(smiling back at Sydney)

You too.

JACK

Hey, we're having a beach bonfire

party tonight, you girls wanna come?

The girls look at each other, then both nod.

DIANA

Sure, where's it gonna be?

JACK

Do you know where Backyards is?

DIANA

No, we just got here.

JACK 

(pointing at Sunset Pt.)

It’s right around the end of that

point. Just walk out along the beach

from Sunset Beach Park. We’ll start

right after the sun sets.

DIANA 

(smiling at Jack)

OK, sounds great, see you there.

SYDNEY 

(flirtatiously at Tom)

Bye, see you tonight.

TOM

I’m looking forward to it.

The girls leave and Jack and Tom watch them go.

JACK

I think I’m in love.

TOM

I KNOW I am.

TOM (CONT'D 

I didn’t know we’re having a beach

party tonight?

JACK 

(with a wry smile)

We are now.  

END FLASHBACK
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DISSOLVE TO:

THE BREAK AT PIPELINE - SUNRISE4 4

TOM

(remembering wistfully)

That was such a great day.

JACK

Yeah - and night.

TOM

I’ll never forget it - that was when

I met Sydney -

(Long pause)

TOM (CONT’D)

I sure miss her.

JACK

Yeah, I know - we all do - she was a

treasure.

(pause)

But Tom, it’s been 5 years, don’t

you think it’s time to get back out

there? You don’t want to spend the

rest of your life alone, buddy.

TOM

I know, you're right, but it’s hard

when someone was so much a part of

your life. I am tired of being

alone, but I don't know how I'll

ever find someone like her again.

I'm afraid that ship has sailed too

- and run aground - and sunk.

JACK

(Sarcastically)

Geez, que the violins – I think

you’re being just a bit overly

dramatic.

TOM

Well anyway, the only cute, single

women around here are, like, 20-

something.

JACK

So go online to one of those dating

sites - There are women from all

over. You could meet a woman from

town, or one of the outer islands,
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or California or maybe Australia -

someone that you would never meet

otherwise.

TOM

(doubtful)

I don’t know

JACK

Just give it a try, you’ve got

nothing to lose.

JACK (CONT'D)

I gotta go – I gotta finish up that

lighting project today. 

Jack turns and starts back up the beach toward the park, 

leaving Tom at the water’s edge, staring out to sea. A look 

of aloneness fills his face. 

The camera rotates slowly around behind him, then gradually 

zooms out and rises up as he stands all alone on the wide 

shore.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY – DAY5 5

JENNIFER STONE, early 40s, tall, dark hair, slender, very 

attractive - exits a store with some shopping bags. She 

passes a young mother and child. Jennifer smiles at the woman 

as she passes, then glances back over her shoulder to watch 

them for a moment. The noise of the city is almost 

overwhelming. 

As she walks up the street, she nears two young men leaning 

against a wall. They are a couple of street punks, just 

hanging around. As she approaches they ogle her and make lewd 

remarks. 

PUNK #1

(Brooklyn accent)

Well, whadda we got here?

PUNK #2

(turning to look)

Oooh, sweet thing, whassup?

PUNK #1

Hey baby, I got what you want. Come

on over here and I’ll give you

something you’re never gonna forget.
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Jennifer ignores them and walks on past.

PUNK #1

(calling after her)

You can still change your mind - you

should think long and hard about it.

The two punks burst into laughter, giving each other high-

fives.

Jennifer continues walking, rolling her eyes and shaking her 

head in disgust. 

She turns the corner and comes face to face with her ex, 

TONY, 50ish, tall, dark, handsome, a player. 

He is with a beautiful, much younger woman, undoubtedly a 

model.

TONY

Hey, Jennifer. This is a surprise.

Jennifer pauses walking for a moment.

JENNIFER

(Not happy to see him)

Oh, Tony -

She glances at the girl -

JENNIFER (CONT’D)

I see your lust for young flesh

hasn’t subsided.

TONY

Look, Jen I - - 

She cuts him off.

JENNIFER

I wish I could say, “it’s nice to

see you again Tony.”

She starts walking again - continuing past him and on down 

the street. Tony hurries after her, catches up, grabs her arm 

and turns her back toward him.

TONY

Jen, honey, please let me explain, I

was - -

Jennifer looks down at his hand on her arm, then glares at 

him as she cuts him off -
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JENNIFER

(Sternly)

TAKE-YOUR-HAND-OFF-ME, you

unfaithful, lecherous, bastard - we

have nothing to talk about.

She yanks her arm away, turns and walks briskly off. Tony 

shrugs it off and turns back to his young girlfriend.

INT. NEW YORK RESTAURANT - NOON6 6

Jennifer is in a restaurant with a girlfriend, ANGELA, for 

lunch. Jennifer’s shopping bags are next to her feet. They 

are looking at menus.

JENNIFER

(over her menu)

I'm so sick of men. They're a bunch

of lying, cheating, horny, perverts.

Angela glances up at Jennifer

ANGELA

(Brooklyn accent - matter-

of-fact)

You can’t be surprised - this is New

York.

Jennifer gives her a quick glare.

JENNIFER

I just wanna find a good guy, fall

in love, be a mom, happily grow old

together - is that to much to ask?

Instead, I'm stuck here in crazy

town dealing with liars and losers -

for what - my precious "career"?

ANGELA (CONT'D)

Well, maybe there ARE some nice guys

- somewhere in this world.

JENNIFER

(cynically)

Well, let me know when you figure

out where.

ANGELA

Maybe guys in California are nicer?
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JENNIFER

(sarcastically)

Oh, yeah, just what I need - an out

of work surf bum - (parodying) with

a heart of gold.

The waitress approaches and they start to order.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - MORNING7 7

Tom is getting coffee with Jack before work.

JACK

So, did you get online yet to try to

meet any women?

TOM

I haven't had time - I need to focus

on my business anyway.

JACK (CONT'D)

Hey, I might know somebody. My

massage girl works with a woman who

is single - and in her 40’s I think

– maybe I could set something up?

TOM

(sceptically)

A blind date? I don’t think so.

JACK

Your call. I gotta go.

Jack grabs his coffee and walks to the door, then turns,

JACK (CONT'D)

Hey, are we still meeting with that

builder tomorrow for lunch?

TOM

Yeah, at Breakers – 12:30.

JACK

OK. I’ll see you there.

INT. BREAKERS RESTAURANT – NOON8 8

Tom and Jack are meeting with a home builder discussing a 

job. Their meeting ends and the builder stands to leave. They 

shake hands.
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BUILDER

All right, I’ll keep you guys in the

loop, thanks for your input.

TOM

We’re happy to help.

The builder leaves and Tom and Jack remain at the table. 

Just then the waitress comes to their table, she is blond, 

tan, a surf chick, 20-something, really cute and a bit ditsy.

WAITRESS

Would you guys like anything else?

TOM

No thank you, that should do it for

us. Just our check, please.

WAITRESS

You guys look like you surf.

JACK 

Yeah, we’ve been surfing for - over

50 years.

WAITRESS

(Shocked)

NO WAY! That’s totally rad. You guys

were surfing, like, before my mom

was born. I hope I’m still surfing

when I’m am as old as you guys are. 

WAITRESS (CONT'D)

 I’ll get your check.

She leaves the table. They watch her go for a moment. Jack 

looks across at Tom.

TOM

(Sighing)

Like I said - 20-something.

Jack changes the subject.

JACK

Hey, I’ve got a great idea for you.

You remember when we were talking

about surfing Pipeline with only 3

other guys out?

TOM

Yeah?
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JACK

Well, I was thinking, there is one

way you could do it.

TOM

(skeptical)

What? -- How?

JACK

The Pipeline Open contest is coming

up in a few weeks - you could enter.

You’d get to paddle out with only 3

other guys.

TOM

(laughs)

Like I said before, they’d laugh me

out of the water.

JACK

So what. All you care about is

getting to surf Pipe again with only

a few guys out - right?

TOM

(still skeptical)

Yeah, but you have to qualify.

JACK

So, you enter the qualifying event.

It's the "OPEN" - anyone can enter.

The winner of the qualifying event

gets the wildcard slot in the main

Pipeline Open contest. 

Even if you lose your first heat -

you still got your shot at surfing

uncrowded Pipe.

TOM

I gotta say Jack, you are never at a

loss for novel ideas.

JACK

Just think about it.

TOM 

(dismissively)

Yeah, OK. I'll THINK about it.

Just then a woman, MELISSA, 40s, fairly attractive but she's 

seen much better days, approaches their table.
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MELISSA

(Feigning surprise)

Oh, hi Jack – how are you? 

JACK

(Also feigning surprise)

Melissa, hey, this is a nice

surprise.

MELISSA

So, who’s your friend?

JACK

This is Tom. Melissa – Tom, Tom –

Melissa.

TOM

Hi, nice to meet you Melissa

MELISSA

(Flirting)

You too.

JACK

(to Melissa)

Tom and I have been friends and surf

buddies for a long time. We also do

some work together sometimes.

JACK (CONT'D)

(to Tom)

Melissa is a massage therapist, she

works with Chloe at Magic Hands. 

JACK (CONT'D)

(to Melissa)

Here, have a seat and join us.

He reaches over and pulls out the chair where the builder was 

sitting and gestures for her to sit down, which she does.

MELISSA

Thank you.

(To Tom)

So, you’re a builder?

TOM

Not exactly, I do custom remodeling

and cabinetry, finish carpentry -

stuff like that.

MELISSA

That’s great that you make things.
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Just then, Jack looks at his watch and acts surprised.

JACK

Oh, geez, I gotta go, I’m late for

another meeting. You two have fun.

He abruptly excuses himself and leaves Tom and Melissa 

sitting together.

TOM

(Caught off guard)

So, uh, you do massage? What’s your

specialty? ---

INT. CONSTRUCTION PROJECT - MORNING9 9

Tom is working on a custom remodel project in a large home 

with panoramic views. He is standing over a table with 

blueprints on it and giving direction to one of the guys on 

his crew.

TOM

Let's set the saw up over there -

that'll save us a lot of walking.

Jack enters from another room (he is working for Tom as a 

electrical subcontractor).

JACK

I moved the breaker panel into that

closet and rewired the location of

those outlets behind the bar.

That should make your job

considerably easier when you're

installing the cabinets.

TOM

Great, what about the office and

library?

JACK

I'll get on that next.

Jack turns to leave. Tom looks down at the blueprints.

TOM

You set that up, didn’t you?

Jack turns around.
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JACK

What?

TOM

Lunch — Melissa?

He looks up at Jack.

JACK

Oh, that? Someone has to get you to

crawl out of your cocoon.

TOM

Well, that one is not gonna happen.

Have you ever actually talked with

her?

JACK

Well, no, not really.

TOM

Let’s just say - there are a few

screws loose.

JACK

Oh, sorry, just trying to help.

I'm tellin' ya', you need to go

online to one of those dating sites

- that's where the normal women are.

Just like you, they're busy with

their lives and careers - and they

aren't meeting anyone.

Give it a shot. I'll help you write

a profile.

TOM

Alright, I'll give it a try.

Tom looks back down at the blueprints.

JACK (CONT'D)

So, uh, did you think about what we

talked about at lunch the other day

- about entering the contest?

TOM 

Not really, it'd be fun, but I gotta

focus on the business right now.

I've got a reputation to protect, I

can’t be skipping out on work to go

pursue some crazy fantasy in a surf

contest.
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Just then, Tom's cell phone rings, he looks at caller ID and 

answers.

TOM

(into the phone)

Yeah, Leo. What's going on?

(listening)

Yeah, yeah - - What? Seriously?

(listening)

There's no way he can cut something

else?

(listening)

Does he realize it will cost a lot

more to come back at this later?

We'll have to tear out some of what

we're doing now.

(listening)

Yeah, I understand - keep me posted.

Tom hangs up the phone.

TOM

(not happy)

Son-of-a-bitch! That was Leo - the

homeowner's business has taken a big

hit - his cash flow is way down. He

wants hold off on all the new

cabinetry in the office, library and

master suite.

JACK

Ouch.

TOM

Tell me about it. That was a big

chunk of the profit of this job.

This is killing me, that’s the the

third job to cancel or cut back this

month because of budget constraints.

I still gotta pay these guys, they

have families to feed.

Now, I really gotta get busy and

hustle up some new business.

JACK

You're already working way too hard.

You need some good surf sessions to

get energized - you're turning into

an old grouch.
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TOM

Hey, don't be using the 'O' word on

me, you're preaching to the

preacher.

Jack abruptly cocks his head and gets a serious look.

JACK

Did you hear that?

TOM

(confused)

I didn't hear anything.

JACK

There - there it is again -- it's

your inner child crying out, "Tom,

Tom, come out and play"

TOM

Very funny.

JACK

Seriously, bro, you need some

playtime. We haven't been in the

water in over a week. 

What's that you're always telling

me?, "people don't stop playing

'cause they get old, they get old

'cause they stop playing."

You just need some good surf

sessions - to clear your head.

That's why you need to enter the

contest. It'll be a great diversion,

and you'll get some epic surf.

TOM

No, I need to focus my business, I

can't be taking time off to ---

Jack interrupts

JACK

(scolding - facetiously)

Don't be using the 'Can't' word

around me. Yes, you CAN! 

Just enter the contest. Hell, you'll

probably get eliminated in the first

heat anyway - so it'll only take an

hour.
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TOM

O.K. O.K. - If it will make you stop

nagging me. Geez, you're worse than

a wife.

(pause)

Don't you have some wiring to do?

INT/EXT. CONTEST ENTRY BOOTH - AFTERNOON10 10

An open-air tent/booth is set up in the beach park. A woman 

is sitting at a table in the booth. Tom approaches her.

TOM

Hi, I'd like an entry application

for the Pipe Open Qualifying Event.

WOMAN IN BOOTH

(glancing up)

I assume this application for your

son? He’ll need to sign it himself.

TOM

No, it’s for me.

The woman does a double take on Tom, then puts down her pen.

WOMAN IN BOOTH

(lecturing)

Sir, I don’t think you realize

- this is the Banzai Pipeline - it’s

one of the most dangerous waves in

the world - with some of the best

pro surfers on earth. I don’t really

think --

TOM

(Interrupting)

Yeah, yeah, I know. I’ve been

surfing here for almost 50

years. I think I know what to expect

- Is there some rule that says I

can’t enter? Is there some age

limit?

WOMAN IN BOOTH

Well, yes the age limit is 18 --

She tapers off (realizing the absurdity of she is saying).

Tom gives her questioning look.
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WOMAN IN BOOTH

(sighs in resignation)

Ok, sir, you can enter - you'll also

need to sign this liability waiver.

She hands Tom the forms. He walks to a picnic table nearby, 

sits and begins filling out the forms.

FADE TO:

EXT. THE SURF LINEUP AT PUPUKEA - AFTERNOON11 11

Tom is in the line-up sitting on his surfboard, talking to a 

young surfer, JAKE, while waiting for a set.  The waves are 

clean and close to double overhead. Jack comes paddling out 

and paddles up to them.

JACK

Hey, Jake, good to see you. - - Tom

- I'm glad you decided to get back

out here in the water again.

TOM

I figured, if I’m gonna enter that

contest, I better get some practice,

so I don’t look like a complete fool

out there.

JAKE

(Surprised)

You’re gonna enter the contest?

(Laughing in delight)

That’s insane.

JACK

That’s great. I’m glad you decided

to do it. You won’t regret it.

A set approaches, Tom turns and starts paddling farther out 

to get into position to catch the wave.

TOM 

(over his shoulder)

Let’s hope not.

Tom paddles up the face of the wave, whips his board around, 

paddles, and drops in - he turns hard, high on the wave and 

pulls into the pocket, then disappears behind the whitewater 

down the line.
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EXT. OUTDOOR TABLES AT A HONOLULU COFFEE SHOP - NOON12 12

Tom is sitting at an outdoor table under a large market 

umbrella at a coffee shop near downtown Honolulu. He is 

wearing a silk aloha shirt, long pants and sandals. He 

nervously fidgets a little.

His online "date", VANESSA, finally shows up, very late. She 

is part Asian, very attractive and exotic, but a total city 

girl - high heels, long fingernails, too much makeup and 

dressed to-the-nines - obviously very high maintenance.

She is on her cell phone as she approaches Tom. He stands to 

greet her, but she is still on the phone. She mouths the word 

“Tom?“ He nods. 

She continues her conversation - speaking in Chinese. He 

gestures for her to sit down.

She finishes her call and then begins talking rapidly.

VANESSA

Hi, I’m sorry I’m late. My office -

we have a closing this afternoon.

Her phone rings again, she looks at caller ID, holds up a 

single finger (indicating - just a minute) to Tom and takes 

the call.

VANESSA

Hello, this is Vanessa

(listening)

Yes, yes

(listening)

Oh that’s wonderful, so I can pick

it up tomorrow?

(listening)

OK, great. I’ll be in tomorrow.

Thanks, good bye.

She turns back to Tom, excited

VANESSA (CONT'D)

Oh, I’m so excited, that was the

dealership, my new Lexus LC has just

come in and they said I can pick it

up tomorrow - - what do you drive?

TOM

Oh, just my truck.

VANESSA

(surprised)

A truck?
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TOM

Yeah, my work truck, I’m in

construction.

VANESSA

Oh, then we’re sort of in the same

industry, I sell luxury real estate.

Her cell phone rings again. She looks at caller ID.

VANESSA

I’m so sorry, I have to take this.

VANESSA

(into the phone)

Hi, Cyndi, what is it?

(listening)

VANESSA (CONT'D)

(Suddenly very harsh)

Tell their agent, they have to sign

today or we will be filing

litigation - is that clear?

(listening)

O.K., you keep me posted. Bye.

Tom takes note of her rapid change of demeanor. Vanessa hangs 

up, shaking her head in frustration

VANESSA

I’m selling my Lanikai beach house

and the buyers are acting like they

want to back out of the deal.

She puts on her perfect smile again.

VANESSA (CONT'D)

So, where were we?

Tom just looks at her.

FADE TO:

INT. HONOLULU RESTAURANT - DAY13 13

Tom is sitting at a table in a restaurant, waiting to meet 

JOANNE, another woman from the dating site. She enters the 

restaurant. She is mid-50s, plump, matronly - but looks like 

she was quite pretty - 20 years ago. Tom sees her come in but 

doesn't recognize her. She sees him and approaches.

JOANNE

Tom?
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TOM

(surprised)

Oh, JoAnne?

JOANNE

Yeah, hi.

TOM

Sorry, I - I didn’t recognize you at

first - you look - different - than

your photos on your profile.

JOANNE

(blithely)

Oh, yes, those are really old

photos.

Tom just looks at her.

FADE TO:

EXT. HALEIWA SIDEWALK CAFE - DAY14 14

Tom is sitting at a natural foods sidewalk cafe in Haleiwa 

with MIMI, another woman from the dating site. She has beads 

in her hair and looks very new age. 

They are looking at menus. The waitress is waiting to take 

their order.

MIMI

(to the waitress)

I’ll have the Jasmine flower tea.

TOM

Good choice.

MIMI

My yoga guru says that jasmine

flowers stimulate the upper chakras.

Tom just looks at her.

FADE TO:

EXT. PIPELINE OPEN QUALIFYING EVENT - MORNING15 15

Tom is preparing for his heat in the contestant area, 

stretching. Jack walks in.

JACK

So, the big day -- are you nervous?
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TOM

Hey, I've got nothin' to lose. I'm

just along for the rides. Like you

said, I'll probably get eliminated

in the first heat.

But, it'll be good therapy.

JACK

That's the spirit.

(pause)

JACK (CONT'D)

So, how’s the internet dating going?

TOM

Not well. There are some strange

women out there. I think I’m gonna

bail on that one.

JACK

That’s too bad. It was worth a shot.

They both turn and look out across the crowd on the beach 

toward the break at Pipeline.

FADE TO:

INT/EXT. BROADCAST BOOTH / SURF BEYOND - MORNING16 16

ANNOUNCER

We're here in Hawaii on Oahu's north

shore at the world famous Banzai

Pipeline for the opening day of the

Pipeline Open Qualifying Event.

The winner of this event will

qualify for the wildcard slot in the

main Pipeline Open Contest.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. PIPELINE BREAK LINEUP - MOMENTS LATER17 17

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

Many of the hottest young surfers in

the world are here at this

qualifying event, all competing for

a shot at the main Pipeline Open

Contest - and hoping to make it onto

the WSA pro tour.
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BEGIN MONTAGE:

Waves breaking

The crowd on the beach.

Surfers preparing for heats - waxing boards, putting on 

jerseys, stretching.

Waves being ridden.

Announcer in the broadcast booth calling the action.

END MONTAGE.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH - MORNING18 18

COMMENTATOR #1

Well, its day three of the Pipeline

Open Qualifying Event, and the

quarterfinals will begin today.

The most interesting story of this

contest so far, is the remarkable

performance of Tom Clark, the 65

year old, unknown, 'rookie' if you

will, who is surfing in this event.

Against all the odds, and with more

than a few lucky breaks, he has made

it through the first rounds, and

will be surfing in today’s upcoming

quarterfinal heat.

COMMENTATOR #2

He'll be facing some very tough

competition from some of the

hottest, up-and-coming young surfers

in the world. He'll need more than a

little luck to keep from being

eliminated.

INT. TOM’S PARENT’S LIVING ROOM - EVENING19 19

Tom's father, BOB CLARK, who looks to be in his mid 80's, is 

in his living room, relaxing in his recliner and watching the 

evening news on big screen TV.
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TV STUDIO NEWS ANCHOR

(on the TV screen)

Here’s an unlikely story from the

the north shore today, at the

Pipeline Open Qualifying Event.

Local surfer Tom Clark, an unknown

65 year old carpenter from Sunset

Beach, has won the qualifying event

- defeating pro surfers young enough

to be his grandsons.

BOB CLARK

(calling over his 

shoulder)

Mary, come in here quick -- you're

gonna want to see this.

Bob is now leaning forward in his chair in disbelief as he 

watches the TV. Tom's mother, MARY CLARK, enters from the 

kitchen and together they stare at the TV, watching the 

interview, in amazement.

TV STUDIO NEWS ANCHOR

(on the TV screen)

Our on-the-scene reporter, ALLISON

CHANG has the story, from earlier

today on the beach at the legendary

Banzai Pipeline. Allison --

EXT. THE BEACH AT THE PIPELINE OPEN - DAY20 20

Allison is standing on the beach at Pipeline with surf in the 

background, holding a microphone, doing the report.

ALLISON

(at the camera)

This is Allison Chang, I’m here on

the beach at the Pipeline Open

Qualifying Event on the north shore.

We are witnessing a remarkable story

that is unfolding here. Local north

shore surfer, Tom Clark, a complete

unknown in the professional surfing

world, and more than 30 years older

than any of his competitors, has

just won this qualifying event.

He is now officially qualified and

will surf as the wildcard in the
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prestigious Pipeline Open Contest -

which starts here on Wednesday.

The shot widens and we see Tom standing next to her. She 

turns toward him.

ALLISON

Mr. Clark, against all odds, you

just won this qualifying event, and

you'll now be surfing the main

Pipeline Open event. What motivated

you to enter this contest? Are you

trying to prove something?

TOM

(nonchalantly)

No, I’m not trying to prove

anything, I just wanted to surf

perfect Pipeline with just a few

guys in the water - like we used to

back in the 70s - this was the only

way I could do it. 

So, as long as I keep making it

through heats - I get to keep

surfing uncrowded Pipeline -

(he laughs)

I’m havin’ a great time.

ALLISON

Aren't you at a huge disadvantage

out there - given your age?

I mean these are really powerful and

dangerous waves, and you’re

competing against top surfers who

are much younger?

TOM

In some ways, sure -- these guys

might be stronger and quicker and

they're obviously younger - But, in

other ways I have the advantage.

You see, a big part of surfing is

wave knowledge and experience -- and

I have vastly more of that.

These guys have been surfing for

probably no more than 20 years --

I’ve been surfing for over 50 years

- so that gives me an huge amount of

additional wave knowledge - that's

MY advantage.
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ALLISON

That's an interesting perspective.

TOM

There’s no substitute for experience

in surfing - or in life. 

You learn a lot of lessons out there

- when the waves are firing. 

ALLISON

(now really curious)

Can you give us an example of one of

these 'lessons' as you call them?

TOM

Sure, Surfing will test not just

your physical strength, but also

your mental tenacity and resolve.

When you’re out there in heavy surf

getting dragged across the reef or

being beaten down by the whitewater

- again and again - you have to dig

deep and decide whether you're gonna

give up or keep fighting.

ALLISON

Wow, that sounds really challenging.

What other lessons can you think of?

TOM

Oh, there are a lot of them, one

that comes to mind right now is -

you gotta really be prepared and

know your limitations out there -

otherwise, things can end badly.

ALLISON

That is fascinating!

Well, good luck to you, Mr. Clark.

She turns back to the camera -

ALLISON (CONT'D)

So, that's the story here on the

north shore at the Pipeline Open --

back to you.

BACK TO:

INT. T.V. STUDIO - NIGHT21 21
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TV STUDIO NEWS ANCHOR

Well, that is quite a story -

something he'll be able to tell his

grandchildren about.

TV STUDIO NEWS CO-ANCHOR

(interjecting)

If he hasn't already. He is 65 - he

may already have grandchildren.

TV STUDIO NEWS ANCHOR

Good point.

The TV anchors laugh and continue their broadcast.

TV STUDIO NEWS ANCHOR (CONT'D)

In other news, residents of the Big

Island will be --

BACK TO:

INT. TOM’S PARENTS' LIVING ROOM - EVENING22 22

Tom's parents are now both standing together in their living 

room in front of their TV - in happy disbelief.

MARY CLARK

(overcome with pride)

That's our Tom.

INT. HOSPITAL - EVENING23 23

Two nurses are at a hospital nursing station. One of them, 

REBECCA, mid 30s, lean, attractive, dressed in green scrubs, 

walks down the hall a few doors and into a patient's room. 

The patient is in bed, a tray with nearly empty dishes is on 

the table near the bed. The TV overhead is on.

REBECCA

Hi MRS. AKANA. How are you feeling?

MRS. AKANA

Oh, I'm feeling much better. I was

able to eat almost everything.

REBECCA

That's great - you need to get your

strength back.

Rebecca starts setting up to take her blood pressure.
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MRS. AKANA

(referring to the TV)

Oh, look at this story on TV, this

65 year old man just won the surfing

contest on the north shore.

Rebecca stops what she is doing and turns to look at the TV. 

A news report about the surf contest is on another news 

network. 

The on-the-scene reporter is on the beach interviewing Tom 

Clark. Rebecca's jaw drops.

REBECCA

Oh, my God.

MRS. AKANA

What’s wrong, dear?

REBECCA

That's my dad.

INT. TOM’S LIVING ROOM - LATER THAT EVENING24 24

Tom and Jack are relaxing in Tom’s living room, talking about 

the day's events and having a beer. Rebecca enters rapidly, 

still dressed in her scrubs.

TOM

Hi Bec, this is a nice surprise.

REBECCA

(agitated)

What are you doing?

TOM

(confused - slowly)

Uh - having my weekly beer with

Jack. You want one?

REBECCA

You know what I'm talking about -

the contest - that's really

dangerous - you could get seriously

hurt or killed, dad. You're not 25

anymore.

JACK

(trying to lighten the 

mood)
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Oh, come on, Becky, lighten up. Let

the old guy have a little fun in his

golden years.

Both Tom and Rebecca shoot harsh looks at Jack, not 

appreciating his humor.

TOM

(meekly defensive)

It's was Jack's idea.

Rebecca shoots another harsh look at Jack. Jack scowls at 

Tom.

REBECCA

I can’t lose you, too.

Tom gets up, walks over to her and gives her a hug.

TOM

Don't worry hon', Jack and I used to

surf Pipe all the time. The only

reason we stopped was because it

just got too crowded. I know what

I'm doing out there. Besides, if I

get hurt, I know a really good

nurse.

And, hey, I won didn't I. How cool

is that?

Rebecca softens and smiles up at him.

REBECCA

Yeah, that was pretty amazing. Mom

would be proud.

TOM

Anyway, I'll probably get eliminated

tomorrow in the next heat - But it's

been really fun.

Just then, JAKE CLARK, Tom's son, comes bounding in. He is 

the surfer from earlier in the water at Pupukea, late 20's, 

looks a lot like his dad, tan, sun-bleached hair. 

His demeanor is totally different than his sister's.

JAKE

(animated)

Dad, you're the man. I was totally

stoked watching you beat those

kooks. That was so rad.
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He gives his dad a big hug and high-fives Jack. Jack goes to 

the refrigerator, grabs a couple of beers and hands one each 

to Rebecca and Jake.

JACK

I think we should have a toast -

before Tom is toast.

Everyone laughs and clinks their bottles.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY – MORNING25 25

HIGH ANGLE

The streets are wet and dotted with puddles after an early 

morning rain. A wide boulevard is congested, mostly with 

taxis. Horns are honking. Drivers are trying to maneuver 

around workers repairing a sewer line. The scene is tense and 

hectic.

EXT. NEW YORK CITY – STREET LEVEL – SAME TIME26 26

Jennifer is on the street getting coffee and a bagel at a 

vendor’s cart. She is wearing a business suit and carrying a 

shoulder bag/briefcase. 

The vendor gives her the coffee and a bag containing a bagel. 

She hands him a $10 bill.

VENDOR

(heavy accent)

Is that all you got? I don’t have

change.

JENNIFER

What do you mean, you don’t have

change? This is what you do all day.

It’s 8:00 AM - How can you not have

change?

VENDOR

The last guy cleaned me out, he gave

me a $100.

JENNIFER

(Exasperated)

Keep the change.
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She grabs the coffee and bag and hurries to the curb to hail 

a cab. Several cabs speed past. One hits a puddle, she jumps 

back to avoid the splash and glares after it. Finally a cab 

stops and she opens the door to get in -

INT. TAXI CAB – MOMENTS LATER27 27

Jennifer struggles with her stuff as she gets in the cab.

TAXI DRIVER

Where to?

JENNIFER

Park Avenue and 34
th
 street.

The cab driver speeds off. Jennifer gazes out the window with 

a look of melancholy and longing. 

JENNIFER

(muttering to herself)

What am I doing here?

BEGIN MONTAGE: 

Jennifer's face reflects on the glass over what she sees:

A couple walking together, happily arm in arm.

A mother with her small child, helping the child walk.

Children playing on a sidewalk.

An old couple together, helping each other along.

END MONTAGE.

The taxi arrives at her destination.

JENNIFER

(Leaning forward)

Right up there will be fine.

The driver pulls the cab over to the curb and stops. Jennifer 

reaches in her shoulder bag for her wallet, then looks up at 

the meter -

JENNIFER

(Surprised and irritated)

Fourteen dollars?
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DRIVER

Inflation - I had to go the long way

around to avoid the construction.

Would you rather be stuck in

traffic?

Jennifer reaches in her bag and pulls out a $20 and hands it 

to him.

DRIVER

I don’t have change for that.

JENNIFER

(Frustrated)

What? This is what you do all day.

How do you not have change at 8:00

AM? What’s wrong with you people?

(exasperated)

Keep it.

Jennifer quickly climbs out of the cab, now really agitated, 

and hurries into the building.

INT. AGING WELL MAGAZINE OFFICES – IMMEDIATELY AFTER28 28

The elevator opens and Jennifer exits. She hurries past 

reception. A sign over the reception desk reads: Aging Well 

Magazine.

She hurries through cubicles and down a hallway. A geeky guy 

walks out of an office ahead of her. He sees her coming and 

tries to make a pass at her.

GEEK

(trying hard to be cool)

Hey Jennifer, you’re lookin’ hot

today.

She gives him a harsh glance and hurries past, rolling her 

eyes. She continues down the hallway and turns into a 

conference room.

INT. AGING WELL CONFERENCE ROOM – MOMENTS LATER29 29

The meeting is already in progress. The managing editor, 

SIMON SHAPIRO, 50s, balding, Jewish, is conducting the 

meeting. He gives Jennifer a “you’re late” glare as she 

enters, then continues talking - covering a few items of 
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business. Jennifer doesn’t really hear much as she is lost in 

her thoughts.

SIMON

O.K. You all know your assignments.

Get outta here - and make me proud.

The meeting ends and everyone begins to shuffle out.

SIMON

Jennifer – my office - 10 minutes. 

INT.  LADIES ROOM AT AGING WELL – IMMEDIATELY AFTER30 30

Jennifer is at the sink, looking in the mirror as she touches 

up her makeup and hair. A female co-worker, MADELINE, 50s, 

plain, plump, comes in and begins primping too at the 

adjacent sink. 

MADELINE

Good morning Jennifer.

JENNIFER

Hi, Madeline, how are you?

MADELINE

(Sighs cynically)

Another day older. 

Then both continue what they were doing, then Jennifer stops 

and just stares into the mirror.

JENNIFER

Look at us. Are we "aging well"?

INT. SIMON’S OFFICE AT AGING WELL MAGAZINE - MINUTES LATER31 31

The door to Simon’s office is open. A nameplate on the door 

reads Simon Shapiro, Managing Editor. Simon is sitting at his 

desk, on the phone. Jennifer walks in. He motions for her to 

come in and close the door, which she does, then walks over 

and sits down across the desk from him. He finishes his call 

and hangs up.

SIMON

Jennifer, that’s the third time

you’ve been late in the last two

weeks – that needs to stop.
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JENNIFER

(nods sheepishly)

I understand.

SIMON

But, that’s not why I called you in

here – it’s this story you just did

- on the Shady Grove Retirement

Center – this is not the kind of

work I expect from you. And the

photos, these people do not look

like they're "aging well".

JENNIFER

Maybe that’s because they’re not.

They’re all just sittin' around

waiting to die. What do you expect

them to look like? 

SIMON

I can’t run these photos

JENNIFER

(Sharply)

So retouch them – isn’t that what we

do here - make everyone seem like

they’re having the time-of-their-

lives in their ‘golden years’?

 SIMON

What the hell is going on with you?

JENNIFER

Sorry, it’s just this - city.

Everything is a hassle. I swear, if

one more street vendor or cabbie

rips me off — or one more geek from

accounting hits on me – I’m gonna go

postal.

SIMON

You need to chill out. Have a glass

of wine. Get laid.

She glares at him.

JENNIFER

Simon, I need a break. I gotta get

out of this town. I need to take a

leave of absence.

SIMON

No way. I’ve got deadlines – you’re

my best writer - I need you here -
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and I need you at the top of your

game.

JENNIFER

(shaking her head)

I'm sorry, I don’t think I can do

this any more.

Simon looks concerned, sighs and sits back in his chair 

thinking for a long moment as he weighs his options. Then he 

leans forward on his desk.

SIMON

I think I may have a solution.

He moves over to his computer and searches for a moment, then 

pulls up a story on a news feed. 

He pulls his screen around so they can both see it, 

SIMON

I just saw this story on AP news – I

think it would be a perfect fit for

the magazine, and YOU are the right

person for this assignment.

It’s in Hawaii - on the beach. I

want you to take a few days and go

cover it.

Jennifer’s curiosity is aroused and she perks up.

SIMON (CONT'D)

That would solve both of our

problems - OK?

Jennifer smiles and nods in agreement as her imagination 

begins to take over.

FADE TO:

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH - THE PIPELINE OPEN - MORNING32 32

The first round heat is about to begin with four surfers in 

the lineup. The local news coverage of Tom's win at the 

qualifying event was picked up and went viral online. 

Reporters and writers for scores of international news 

organizations and publications have descended upon the 

contest venue. Media broadcast trucks line the highway and 

the beach is littered with media types - all hoping for an 

interview with the new media sensation, Tom Clark.
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ANNOUNCER #1

We are here in Hawai'i on Oahu’s

famed north shore for opening day of

the Prestigious Pipeline Open.

Many of the worlds top pro surfers

are here, competing for the $50,000

prize that goes to the winner - -

But the big story - is the

remarkable performance of Tom Clark,

the unknown, 65 year old, and his

unprecedented win at the qualifying

event.

His story has gone viral and drawn

the attention of the global media.

We've seen a huge surge of media

correspondents and reporters from

all over the world, here to cover

this amazing story.

ANNOUNCER #2

In this first round, four surfers

will compete in 40 minute heats.

Only the two best scoring waves for

each surfer will count toward their

total score.

The two surfers with the highest

total scores will advance to the

next round.

ANNOUNCER #1

The surfers in this first heat

include: PAULO ALVES, last year's

Brazilian Jr. Champion, Australian

phenom, NICK RYAN, JOEY LUBRANO, one

of surfing's hottest young stars,

and Tom Clark, the qualifying event

winner, who is surfing as the

wildcard in this event.

ANNOUNCER #2

This should be an exciting heat,

given this cast of characters.

EXT. THE LINEUP AT PIPELINE - 1ST HEAT - IMMEDIATELY AFTER33 33
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The 4 contestants are in the lineup as the opening horn 

sounds. The surfers are waiting for a set. Joey Lubrano is 

sitting close to Tom.

JOEY

(with disdain)

Hey old dude, what the hell are you

doing out here. You're a joke.

You’re not surfing against rookies

now.

TOM

What's the matter Joey - not getting

enough attention? Do I make you

nervous?

Actually, you probably should be

nervous - few things are more

dangerous than a man with nothin' to

lose. 

JOEY

(mocking)

Yeah, right - I'm not worried about

you AT ALL.

TOM

Well, just remember Joey, youth and

strength are no match for age and

treachery.

The heat continues. Tom's superior wave knowledge and 

experience come into play, giving him a significant advantage 

over these young surfers who make costly mistakes.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

Waves being ridden.

Announcer #1 in the booth calling the action.

Joey drops in and pulls into a nice barrel. 

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

That score puts Joey Lubrano solidly

in the lead.

Tom dropping in on a solid wave.

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

That was a nice ride for Tom Clark.

That score puts him in second place.

Paulo wipes out on a wave and breaks his board.
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ANNOUNCER #2 (V.O.)

It looks like Paulo broke his board

- that'll cost him valuable time.

Nick wipes out on a wave.

ANNOUNCER #2 (V.O.)

Oh, Nick went down hard on that one.

Joey riding another wave.

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

Joey Lubrano has comboed all his

competitors - they'll all need two

high scoring waves to beat him.

END MONTAGE.

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH - IMMEDIATELY AFTER34 34

ANNOUNCER #1

Well, the final scores are in and

Joey Lubrano has easily won this

heat and will advance.

Tom Clark is second and will also

advance to the next round.

EXT. THE BEACH AT PIPELINE - IMMEDIATELY AFTER35 35

As the surfers emerge from the water, Tom is surrounded by 

media correspondents and their cameramen, all clamoring to 

interview him. 

Joey looks on from the background, standing alone and looking 

bewildered.

EXT.  SURFER STAGING AREA AT THE CONTEST - LATER36 36

Tom is kicking back in the competitor’s area, when he is 

approached by JOSEPH LUBRANO, Joey's father. He looks 

Italian, and speaks with a Brooklyn accent. He is wearing a 

garish, tacky aloha shirt, trying to look like he fits in. 
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HIS BODYGUARD, a heavyset, mafioso-looking thug, also wearing 

a tacky aloha shirt, moves into a position a few feet behind 

him, with arms folded.

JOSEPH

(Brooklyn accent)

You're Tom Clark, right?

TOM

Yeah, what can I do for ya?

JOSEPH

I'm Joseph Lubrano, Joey's

father. We got a problem - you're in

our way, Mr. Clark. Joey was a media

sensation - they loved him - until

you came along - now he can't even

get an interview.

TOM

Not my intention. I'm not trying to

upstage Joey. I'm just here to surf.

JOSEPH

(dismissively)

O.K., so you got what you wanted,

now it's time for you to disappear.

Joey's dream is to be World Champ

and I'm not lettin' anything get in

the way of that - you understand?

TOM

(sizing up Joseph)

Oh, yeah, I'm pretty sure I

understand. I’ve heard about you. I

think you mean - that's YOUR dream.

Joey is just your tool.

I'm sure it will be good for

your "business" - to have your

namesake out in the spotlight.

JOSEPH

So, what do you want. Clark?

TOM

What?

JOSEPH

How much will it take to convince

you to just drop out of your next

heat and disappear? I'll write you a

check right now.
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TOM

You really don't get it, do you? You

can't buy me. I'm doing this because

I love surfing and I just wanted to

surf uncrowded Pipeline.

JOSEPH

O.K. you don't want my money? Well,

then, I'll put it another way, I can

make your life very - difficult. 

That's it. Tom is now pissed, he stands up, moves close to 

Joseph and glares intensely right into his eyes.

Joseph's bodyguard reacts to Tom's aggressive move and steps 

forward ready to engage Tom, but Joseph motions for him to 

stand down. Tom and Joseph are now nose to nose.

TOM

(seething)

You better get the hell outta here

before something happens that you're

gonna regret.

JOSEPH

(acting tough)

Is that a threat?

TOM

I'm just giving you a heads up --

since you obviously don't understand

where you are - this ain't Palm

Beach - this is the North Shore -

bad things happen to bad people

here.

Joseph stares Tom down for a few seconds, then backs off, 

turns and leaves in frustration, muttering over him shoulder 

as he goes.

JOSEPH

O.K., Have it your way, Clark.

After a few seconds, Tom calls after him -

TOM

(sarcastically)

Hey, Joe - nice shirt.

BACK TO:

EXT. PIPELINE CONTEST - LATER THAT DAY37 37
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BEGIN MONTAGE: 

More waves being ridden.

People in the crowd on the beach.

Announcers calling the action.

END MONTAGE.

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH - LATER THAT DAY38 38

ANNOUNCER #2

Well, the "Cinderella boy", Tom

Clark, has survived the opening

rounds - and is still alive in this

competition.

ANNOUNCER #1

That’s it for today here at the

Pipeline Open - which is slated to

resume tomorrow morning - if

conditions are favorable.

EXT. TOM’S FRONT YARD - EVENING39 39

Tom comes out his front door, carrying a bag of trash. He 

walks to the trash bin by the driveway, lifts the lid and 

throws the bag in. As he turns back toward the house, he 

hears a man's voice. 

VOICE (O.S.)

Hey, Clark.

Tom turns to see who it is. Joseph's bodyguard, now wearing 

black, emerges from the darkness on the other side of the 

driveway. Two other large, pudgy thugs, also in black, step 

out of the shadows and stand behind him on either side.

TOM

(recognizing him)

Whadda YOU want?

JOSEPH'S BODYGUARD

(Brooklyn accent)

You've become a problem, Clark.

You're interfering with my

employer's plans. Now we're here to
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fix the problem. He made you an

offer that you shouldn't have

refused.

TOM

(laughs mockingly)

Oh, good one. I'll bet you've been

rehearsing that line.

JOSEPH'S BODYGUARD

Laugh all you want, Clark. You won't

be laughing when we're done.

Tom turns his head the other direction and yells toward the 

house next door.

TOM

Hey Kimo, you there?

After a few seconds, KIMO's voice is heard.

KIMO (O.S.)

(pidgen dialect)

Yeah, brah, whassup?

TOM

I could use a little help over here

- bring the boys.

Joseph's bodyguard is surprised, not expecting Tom to have 

backup. He hesitates and apprehensively looks in the 

direction of Kimo’s house, waiting to see who is going to 

show up. 

After several seconds, Kimo, Hawaiian, 40ish, great shape, 

and his two sons (young men) come bounding around the hedge 

and onto Tom's driveway, where everyone is facing off.  The 

young men are both shirtless, very tan and 

VERY buff, but much leaner than Joseph's thugs.

Kimo sizes up the thugs.

KIMO

(To Tom - mocking)

So, who 'da pizza boys?

TOM

Joey Lubrano's old man doesn't seem

to like me. He's trying to make me

quit. He tried to bribe me today -

and now he sent these clowns to

"convince" me.
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Tom steps forward, ready to rumble, but Kimo puts out his arm 

blocking Tom's advance.

KIMO

No, brah. You gotta surf tomorrow,

you can't risk gettin' hurt. Me and

da' boys - we got ‘dis. Anyway, da'

boys need a lil' practice.

KIMO

(to Joseph’s bodyguard - 

taunting)

So, Spicolli, aren't you a little

old to be dalivrin' pizza?

Kimo's taunt does the trick. Joseph's bodyguard and his thugs 

make the first move, but Kimo and his sons respond with 

lightning quick martial arts moves and within seconds, the 

thugs are in submission on the ground.

Tom leans down to Joseph's bodyguard.

TOM

You tell 'your employer' he can

“kiss my ass”.

Tom motions to Kimo and the boys to release the thugs. 

They scramble to their feet and run off into the night. Kimo 

calls after them.

KIMO

You outta lay off 'da pepperoni.

Tom walks with Kimo and his sons back around the hedge onto 

Kimo's driveway, where his truck is parked. Tom and Kimo stop 

next to the driver's door of the truck.

TOM

Thanks brother, I owe you.

KIMO

No need brah, we family, we stick

togedda.

Tom and Kimo do a quick bro hug then turn back toward their 

respective houses. As they move apart and out of view, the 

door of Kimo's truck becomes visible. A magnetic logo sign on 

the door reads, KIMO'S BRAZILIAN JU JITSU ACADEMY.

INT. TOM’S LIVING ROOM - IMMEDIATELY AFTER40 40
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Tom walks back into his living room. The news is on the TV

TV STUDIO WEATHER PERSON

This just in from the north shore -

the Pipeline Open Contest is now

officially on hold for tomorrow.

A low pressure system will move

across the island chain tonight and

into tomorrow morning - bringing

high winds and unfavorable

conditions for the contest.

EXT. THE LINE-UP AT PUPUKEA - THE NEXT AFTERNOON41 41

The surf is still pretty blown out - but rideable. A dozen 

surfers are sitting in the line-up at Pupukea looking out to 

sea, waiting for a set as Jack paddles into their midst.

JACK

OK boys, new sheriff in town.

The surfers turn to see Jack and chuckle.

SURFER #1 (RICKY) 

Hey everyone, heads up - Jack’s here

- put your helmets on - and hide the

women and children.

More chuckles

JACK

You’re just jealous Ricky ‘cause I

get mo' bettah' waves than you do.

RICKEY

Yeah, you wish.

Tom arrives at the line-up spot soon after Jack.

SURFER #2 (BLAKE)

Hey guys, it looks like Poseidon has

decided to join us. Maybe he can

calm the sea for us.

TOM

Hi guys. I'm just here for a little

practice. No supernatural powers I'm

afraid.
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BLAKE

Bro, that is so awesome what you’re

doing in the contest.

TOM

Yeah, I’ve been lucky - I never

expected to make it this far - but

I’m having a blast.

A sneaker wave looms on the horizon and they all start 

paddling further out. Ricky is the farthest out, he turns, 

paddles and drops into the wave. 

Jack and the others paddle over the shoulder and hoot as 

Rickey flies past them.

JACK

All right Ricky. You go girl.

There are no more waves coming, so they all watch from 

outside as the spray from Ricky’s turns flies up and his head 

pops over the top of the wave a couple of times. Far inside, 

he launches over the back of the wave. 

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH AT PIPELINE CONTEST - MORNING42 42

CONTEST ANNOUNCER #1

We are back at the Pipeline Open

contest, which resumes today with

excellent conditions after a one day

delay. On tap for today is ---

FADE TO: 

EXT. ON THE BEACH AT PIPELINE - MORNING43 43

A media correspondent is interviewing Tom on the beach.

U.S. NEWS MEDIA REPORTER #1 

(at the camera)

I'm here Hawai'i on Oahu's the north

shore, with Mr. Thomas Clark, the 65

year old local carpenter from Sunset

Beach, Hawaii - who, until this

week, was virtually unknown in the

world of competitive surfing - a

sport dominated by men in their 20's

and 30's.
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Mr. Clark, somewhat miraculously,

won the qualifying event and is

competing in this main event of the

Pipeline Open - here at the

legendary Banzai Pipeline, one of

the most famous, challenging and

dangerous waves on earth. 

The reporter turns and addresses Tom

REPORTER #1 (CONT’D) 

Mr. Clark, how are you able to

compete at this level in waves like

this - at your age?

TOM

Let me answer that with my favorite

car analogy -- "it's not the

mileage, it's the maintenance."

REPORTER #1

That's a unique way to look at it.

TOM

You maintain a car properly - it'll

run for hundreds of thousands of

miles.

I've been doing great maintenance on

my body for my entire adult life -

it pays off - this is the result.

REPORTER #1

So, what was your motivation to

compete in this contest? Do you

really think you can win?

Tom starts to answer, but just then, his cell phone rings. He 

pulls his phone out of his pocket and looks at called ID.

TOM

(to the interviewer)

Sorry, I gotta take this -

He answers the call.

TOM

Hey, John. What's up?

The caller is a customer that Tom is doing work for - the 

caller's inaudible voice can be heard on the phone - only 

Tom's side of the conversation can be understood. 

(Tom listens)
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TOM

Good, good, my guys are ready -

we're just waiting on the materials.

We can start as soon as they come

in.

Tom listens for a bit then responds.

TOM

They did? What did they say?

(listening)

Yeah - yeah - uh-huh -

Tom listens for several more seconds

TOM (CONT'D)

Wow, That sucks. I'm sorry to hear

that. Will you be able to work

around this? We're pretty flexible

on our end. We can --

He is cut off by the caller. He listens some more.

TOM (CONT'D)

I see - how long before they will be

back up to speed?

He listens some more -

TOM (CONT'D)

Is there any way you can get it

somewhere else?

Listens more -

TOM (CONT'D)

Yeah - Yeah -- yeah -- OK -- I

understand. Thanks John. Let me know

if anything changes. Later.

Tom ends the call and turns back to the interviewer, shaking 

his head.

TOM

(deep sigh)

Geez, that's the fourth job that has

cancelled recently. Materials supply

chains are completely messed up.

This is really crushing my business.

REPORTER #1

I'm sorry to hear that, do you need

to stop to go deal with this?
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TOM

No, nothing I can do about it now.

Let's continue - where were we?

FADE TO:

BEGIN MONTAGE:

U.S. news media reporter on the beach.

U.S. NEWS MEDIA REPORTER #2

For all you aging baby boomers, here

is an inspiring story from Hawai'i

that will get you off the couch -- 

Brazilian Media Correspondent on the beach.

(in Portuguese)

BRAZILIAN REPORTER

-- un hombre de sessenta e cinco

anos, o sehhor, Tom Clark, avancou

milagrosamente para a terdeira

rodada di concurso de surf Pipeline

Open en Hawaii --

Waves being surfed.

South African news reporter on the beach.

SOUTH AFRICAN REPORTER

I’m standing here on the beach at

the infamous Banzai Pipeline surf

break - where the Pipeline Open has

resumed - and a completely unknown

surfer, Tom Clark -- who won the

qualifying event to grab the wild-

card slot in this event -- 

Surfer pulling into a tube.

French Media Correspondent reporting.

FRENCH CORRESPONDENT 

Bonjour, Je suis ici a Hawai'i au

Banzai Pipeline reportage en direct

du concours de surf Pipeline Open --

Surfer underwater duck diving under a wave.

Australian TV news reporter giving commentary.

AUSTRALIAN REPORTER

G’day, Here’s an amazing story out

of Hawai'i -- where a 65 year old
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north shore surfer, Tom Clark has

now advanced to the 3rd round of

this prestigious Pipeline Open surf

contest, here at the world famous

Banzai Pipeline ----

Surf getting blown out.

END MONTAGE.

FADE TO:

EXT.  BROADCAST BOOTH AT THE CONTEST - AFTERNOON44 44

By mid-day, the surf is totally blown out again. Contest 

officials make the call to put the contest on hold.

CONTEST ANNOUNCER #1

Well, here's the call from the

officials:

Due to the high winds, that have now

shifted onshore, the contest is

being put on hold again, at least

until tomorrow morning.

Contest officials will make that

call in the morning.

EXT. EHUKAI BEACH PARK - AFTERNOON45 45

Tom has another interview scheduled for that afternoon - with 

a writer from Aging Well Magazine, Jennifer Stone. She and 

Tom meet in the Ehukai Beach Park, adjacent to the beach at 

Pipeline.

JENNIFER

(Businesslike and stiff)

Hi, Mr. Clark, I'm Jennifer Stone

with Aging Well Magazine,

She reaches out and shakes his hand.

JENNIFER

Thank you so much for consenting to

do this interview.

TOM

My pleasure, why don't we go over

there, in the shade and away from
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the wind and noise.

He gestures to a picnic table in the shade, close by in the 

beach park, a short distance from the activity of the 

contest. They walk over to the picnic table and sit down at 

the table facing each other. The surf is visible in the 

background.

She reaches in her satchel/bag and retrieves a small handheld 

recorder. She turns it on and sets it on the table between 

them.

JENNIFER

(into the recorder)

It is Dec. 12, I'm here in Hawaii on

the north shore of Oahu, at the

Pipeline Open Surfing Contest with

Thomas Clark. Mr. Clark won the

qualifying event to gain a spot in

this main event.

JENNIFER (CONT'D)

(to Tom)

As you probably already know, Mr.

Clark, readers of Aging Well

Magazine are interested in healthy

aging and staying fit as they get

older.

So, Mr. Clark, What should I tell my

readers about you?  

TOM

Well, first of all, call me Tom -

Mr. Clark is my father.

I'm just a regular guy, I've been

surfing almost my whole life - and

I'm still stoked by it.

I really didn't expect ANY of this

to happen. My friend just stumbled

on this novel idea and I figured,

"what have I got to lose - it should

be fun."

JENNIFER

(she softens a little)

But, Tom, these are extremely

powerful waves - it must be brutal

and physically demanding out there.

How do you maintain the level of

fitness needed to surf in waves like
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these? How are you able to still do

this at your age?

TOM

I surf. Surfing is the best way I

know to stay fit - it's a great

workout. The surf is my gym - and my

playground.

JENNIFER

This is one of the most dangerous

waves in the world, surfers have

died here. Aren’t you afraid of

getting seriously hurt or killed out

there?

TOM

I surfed this wave for many years,

starting almost 50 years ago - long

before all these other guys were

born.

I surf regularly - just not here

anymore - because of the crowds.

That's why I wanted to do this - to

surf here again with just a couple

of other guys in the water - like we

did back in the day.

But, if I get hurt, my Medicare plan

should cover it (laughs).

JENNIFER

(now warming to Tom)

So, what has kept you surfing for

all these years?

TOM

It's my passion.

I think everyone needs to have

something in their life that they

are passionate about - whatever that

is - a sport or a hobby or travel,

whatever - for me it's surfing.

Having a passion for something that

you love is what keeps you engaged,

it makes life worth living

JENNIFER

Oh, yes, I know what you mean.
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TOM

The problem for a lot of people is -

they lose their passion. They forget

how to have fun. They think they’re

too old to play anymore.

JENNIFER

That is a great point.

So Tom, people are asking “what’s

his secret?” What would you tell

them? What is your "secret"?

TOM

There's a little quip that I often

use, "Time spent surfing cannot be

deducted from a man’s lifespan." I

think it originally referred to

fishing - but it also applies to

surfing - even more so.

So, I have that going for me

(laughs).

JENNIFER

Oh, I like that one.

TOM (CONT'D)

Really, there’s no secret. I just

live a really healthy lifestyle. I

don’t smoke or do drugs, I haven’t

eaten meat in about 40 years, I

don’t eat junk - it’s not hard.

Just learn about health and good

nutrition, then make a commitment to

yourself and stick with it. 

Health is cumulative - from years

and decades of good habits. Once you

know that - it's a lot easier to

resist all those self-destructive

behaviors.

And, of course, I surf to stay in

shape.

JENNIFER

That is such a great insight.

JENNIFER (CONT'D)

So, how would you describe surfing

to someone who has never surfed?
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TOM

That’s a hard one - Surfing isn't

just some activity we surfers do for

fun - it's a lifestyle. I don't

think someone who has never surfed

can really comprehend that.

Surfing is an all encompassing

experience - it's holistic - it's a

great physical workout, but it's so

much more than that.

JENNIFER

How so?

TOM

You are completely connected with

nature - you become a part of

nature's flow. You are harnessing

the power and energy of the ocean -

how awesome is that? 

It's also spiritual - it's like a

meditation - a zen. It washes away

all the junk in your brain.

And, it is really exciting and fun -

- it’s all of those things wrapped

up in this one activity.

JENNIFER

(transfixed)

That sounds amazing.

TOM

Yeah, it is.

It can also be really artistic, the

awe and beauty of nature is all

around you - I've had the most

visually stunning moments of my life

out there in the surf.

JENNIFER

Can you describe one for me?

TOM

(visualizing his memory)

I remember one time - I was out in

the water, just before sunset -

watching raindrops hitting the

ocean's surface and causing little

splashes. The splashes looked like -

like millions of tiny, transparent,
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glowing mushrooms - backlit by the

sun - leaping up off the water - it

was surreal.

JENNIFER

Wow! Any more like that?

TOM (CONT'D)

Another time, on Maui, the sun was

setting into the ocean between

Molokai and Lanai. The sky around it

was filled with magnificent cloud

formations - all ablaze with

thousands of colors - and at that

moment - the full moon was rising

over the mountain - with double

rainbows arching over it.

There are a lot more images like

that - I can still see them in my

mind.

JENNIFER

Those scenes sound - magical.

TOM

Yeah, but it's really hard to do

them justice - trying to describe

them with words.

JENNIFER

(now in awe)

I think you just did.

JENNIFER (CONT'D)

So, Tom, what would you say to those

people who say you’re caught up is

some kind of ‘peter pan’ delusion -

that aging is a natural part of life

and you should accept it gracefully?

TOM

(pause - thoughtfully)

There's a big difference between

refusing to grow up and refusing to

grow old.

JENNIFER

Oh wow, that is profound.

TOM

If people want to believe that they

are getting old - that’s their

choice.
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But they don't have the right to

project their beliefs onto me - and

expect me to conform -- whether it's

their political or religious

beliefs, or how they think someone

should be acting at a certain age. 

JENNIFER

You’re right, I believe that too.

TOM

You know, I often hear people saying

stuff like:

(he mimics old voices)

"Well, at my age -- ", "I'm getting

too old for this -- ", "I'm not as

young as I used to be -- ", "I

can't, I can't ---"

What's that saying? - "if you

believe you can't do something -

you're right"

JENNIFER

Yeah, I’ve heard that one too. It's

so true.

TOM

People don't realize that they

program their brain with all those

self-defeating comments. After a

while their body responds - and

starts slowing down.

(pause)

A friend said to me once, "Tom, you

need to accept the fact that your

surfing days are over."

That was more than 30 years ago -

obviously he was a bit off - I

always smile when I think of that. 

You see, he believed that HE was too

old to keep surfing - and he was

trying to project that onto me. It's

what I call "Misery loves company".

JENNIFER

(laughing)

Well, you certainly proved him

wrong.
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TOM

I guess if I have a "secret" - it's

believing that "old" is a state of

mind - and that you're never too old

to be young.

I decided long ago that I wasn’t

going to spend my life looking in

the rearview mirror. I have a lot of

living left to do.

I may be getting older, but I’m

gonna fight getting OLD every step

of the way -- surfing is the best

way I know to do that.

By now, Jennifer is looking at Tom with great admiration, 

clearly impressed.

JENNIFER

You know, I’m sitting here looking

at you and you seem like a 50 year

old man in great shape -- but as I

listen to you - and hear the depth

of your insights and wisdom -- and

then I realize that your are

actually 65 - well - you are really

an amazing man Tom.

TOM

(taken back and humbled)

Wow - uh - thank you - that's very

kind of you. I have a feeling that -

you're pretty amazing too.

At this moment, the chemistry between them is un-mistakeable 

and they look at each other for a long moment. 

Finally, Jennifer breaks the silence, trying to resume her 

professional demeanor.

JENNIFER

Oh, before I forget, may I take some

photos of you for the article?

TOM

Sure, just tell me what you want me

to do.

JENNIFER

(with a hint of a smile)

Now, that’s the kind of attitude I

like in a man.
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Tom smiles as Jennifer reaches in her bag and pulls out a 

camera and small flash.

TOM

So you’re a photographer too? 

JENNIFER

You know what they say, “a picture's

worth a thousand words”.

It’s part of the job, I had to learn

how to photograph people for my

articles. My ex was a fashion

photographer - he taught me - a lot.

Could I get you to stand over there

- with the surf behind you -- 

She gives him some direction and begins taking photos - using 

the flash as a fill light. She shoots several headshots, then 

asks Tom to pull off his shirt for shots with his surfboard 

and just wearing his surf trunks. 

As Tom pulls his shirt off for the body shots, Jennifer 

pauses for a moment, admiring Tom's muscular body.

She finishes taking photos.

JENNIFER

That should do it - I thinks we got

some really good ones -

She looks at the camera monitor and begins scrolling through 

the shots. She turns the screen so that Tom can see them too. 

He moves in close to her as they look at the photos together. 

The chemistry between them becomes apparent.

TOM

Yeah, those really are good.

JENNIFER

That last one just might be our

cover shot.

She puts the camera away.

JENNIFER (CONT'D)

Well, Tom, this has been great,

thank you so much - my readers are

going to love this -

She reaches into her bag, pulls out a business card and hands 

it to him. 
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JENNIFER

Let me know you think of anything

else you'd like to add.

They get up, shake hands, and she turns and begins to walk 

toward the parking lot.

TOM

Actually, yeah, there is one more

thing - but off the record Jen - -

may I call you, Jen?

She turns back toward him.

JENNIFER

Oh, sure, Jennifer or Jen is fine.

TOM

(smiling and twinkle in 

his eye)

No, no, what I meant was -- May I

call you -- Jen?

Jennifer pauses, confused for a moment, then realizes that 

Tom is hitting on her. She blushes - caught off guard - then 

smiles.

JENNIFER

Oh - uh - Tom, I’m flattered. I like

you too, but you live in Hawaii -

and I live in New York - 5,000 miles

away. We’re from very different

worlds.

I have to be on a flight tomorrow

and back in New York the day after.

TOM

Then we’ve got tonight. We’re having

a beach bonfire party tonight - I’d

like you to come - as my guest.

JENNIFER

I don’t know, Tom.

TOM

Oh, come on. You came all this way -

you’re in Hawaii - take a little

time to enjoy it - there’s a full

moon tonight - it’ll be great.

Jennifer looks at him hesitantly.

FADE TO:
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EXT. BACKYARD’S BEACH - SUNSET46 46

Surf music is playing. The sun has just set and the full moon 

is now rising above the ridge against the deep blue sky. It 

sparkles off the surf sweeping up on the beach in the 

foreground. 

Beyond the waterline, a bonfire is raging on the beach near 

the water, surrounded by the silhouettes of dozens 

of partiers. 

Tom is mingling with people, when he comes face to face with 

Melissa - who still has the hots for him.

MELISSA

(flirtatiously)

Hi, Tom. You're looking ruggedly

handsome.

TOM 

(being cordial)

Oh, hi Melissa, nice to see you. Are

you having a good time?

MELISSA

Yeah, great party. It's very

romantic out here in the moonlight.

She smiles up at him seductively, giving him a not-so-subtle 

hint. Tom doesn't take the bait.

MELISSA (CONT'D)

Well, haven't you become the talk of

the town. It's really impressive,

what you are doing in the contest.

TOM

Yeah, I'm pretty amazed myself. But,

I'm just out there to have fun, I

really don't care what happens.

If I get eliminated tomorrow, no big

deal.

Just then, Jennifer arrives, looking amazing in a floral 

miniskirt and sleeveless white top. While still talking with 

Melissa, Tom sees her as she emerges out of the darkness and 

into the light across the fire from him. 

He politely wraps up his conversation with Melissa.

TOM

Well, hey Melissa, good to see you.

I seem to be in demand tonight.
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Enjoy the party.

Tom leaves Melissa and makes his way around the fire, through 

the crowd to Jennifer. He greets Jennifer with a kiss on the 

cheek and they begin a conversation.

TOM

Hi, you made it. Did you have any

trouble finding it?

Melissa is still watching Tom from across the fire. Her face 

shows her jealousy.

Just then, Jack stands up on a large log to make an 

announcement.

JACK

Hey everyone, thanks for coming, I'd

like to propose a toast, to the man

of the hour, our own, SENIOR CITIZEN

- SURFSTAR, Tom Clark.

Laughter, cheers and shouts of encouragement from the 

partiers. Everyone raises their drinks.

JACK (CONT'D)

I hope you all brought your favorite

classic rock and surf music on your

smartphones.

So, if you have something really

good, and really classic, just plug

in and let us hear it.

People join in and begin playing tunes, starting with a Beach 

Boys classic.

BEGIN MONTAGE

The evening sky on the horizon.

The full moon. 

The bonfire, people throwing wood onto it.

People arriving and greeting each other.

People interacting at the party and bits of conversation.

END MONTAGE

Shortly after Jack’s announcement, another surfer friend, 

KALANI, local boy, 30's, shows up with a couple other guys. 
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He plugs his phone in and pulls up a Rap tune. The crowd 

groans.

KALANI

(responding to the crowd)

What? Didn't you guys get the memo?

Rock is dead.

More groans and grumbles from the crowd.

JACK

(in defense)

Whadda ya' mean, these tunes are

classics. They're historic.

KALANI

(without missing a beat)

More like pre-historic, kinda' like

all you old fossils.

Laughter and 'ooohs' from the crowd.

JACK

At least rock artists can carry a

tune - and play a musical

instrument. Any uneducated clown can

make a few words rhyme - and call

himself a 'rap artist'.

KALANI

O.K., homeboy - if it's so easy,

let's see you do it - make up a rap

tune.

JACK

Well, you're luck - I already did -

just to prove my point.

KALANI

O.K., so let's hear it.

JACK

My pleasure. Let me get my 'posse'

together.

Jack enlists a few friends, including Tom. They gather around 

him and start parodying rappers - making rap beat sounds and 

mimicking rapper jive moves - as Jack begins his rap - 

animating it with exaggerated hand gestures:

JACK

(Rapping)

Now, I'm a rap ar-tist, 
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but my talent don't exist,

I guess I should be pissed, 

But it's not really missed,

And here's a little twist.

Intermittent laughs and hoots from the crowd.

I'm laughin' to the bank,

And let me be real frank,

The fools I outta thank,

They're dumber than a plank.

Cause I can't sing or play,

so all I do is say

what's in my head that day,

and somehow people pay 

to hear me talk this way.

Now, I got all this fame

'cause Ice D-Cup’s my name,

And it really is a shame

that my music is so lame.

But I know whose to blame,

it's the fools thinkin’ I'm the same

As some dude whose got game

And really should be famed.

Well, my fans think I got cred

'cause half my friends are dead

from bullets to the head

But I got all this dread

That some effin' low-life trash

will try to lay hold of my stash

To turn it into cash

And get rich in a flash.

Well my homies keep me safe,

But I'm packin' just in case

And if you get in my face

I'll give you a little taste.

As he finishes, Jack and his ‘posse’ strike a pose and the 

crowd goes wild with cheers and laughter. Kalani is cracking 

up. 

KALANI

Wow, brah, you’re right, “any

uneducated clown can make up a rap

tune”.

Jack is a good sport and they both laugh.
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KALANI (CONT'D)

No, seriously Jack, I'm impressed. I

had no idea you were a rap

poet/philosopher.

He high-fives Jack. The party continues.

Tom goes back to Jennifer and they start to resume their 

conversation, but just then Jack joins them.

TOM

Hey, buddy. That was great.

JACK

So, who's this?

TOM

(to Jack)

This is Jennifer.

TOM (CONT'D)

(to Jennifer)

Jennifer, I’d like you to meet my

good friend, Jack.

JENNIFER

Hi Jack, really nice to meet you.

Your Rap tune was so funny - you

should be a writer.

JACK

Thanks, Nice to meet you too. Any

friend of Tom’s is a friend of mine.

JENNIFER

So, how long have you guys known

each other?

JACK

Oh, geez, we’ve known each other

since we were 16. We met out in the

water at Pipe - so we’ve been

surfing together for almost 50

years.

JENNIFER

Wow, that is a long time. It’s so

great that you guys are still so fit

and still surfing.

JACK

That’s WHY we’re fit, that’s how we

stay young.
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JENNIFER

The waves here look so dangerous,

have you ever been badly hurt or

close to drowning?

JACK

Well, yeah, there was one time I

almost drowned at Gas Chambers,

that’s a break just down the beach

from Pipeline.

Tom and I were the only ones out. It

was really heavy that day, we

probably shouldn't have gone out

'cause it was maxed out and closing

out the channel - - 

DISSOLVE TO:

FLASHBACK

EXT.  GAS CHAMBERS SURF BREAK - DAY - 30 YEARS AGO47 47

Jack and Tom (looking 30ish) are out in the lineup. The waves 

are firing, with 12 to 15 foot faces. A large set approaches. 

They paddle to get in position. Jack is in a better position 

to catch the first wave.

TOM

You going?

JACK

Yeah, going left.

Jack takes off on a smoking left barrel. He pulls up into the 

pocket and makes it pretty far down the line before the wave 

shuts down on him. 

The whitewater rolls on toward the beach, but Jack’s board is 

pointing straight up out of the whitewater (tombstoning) and 

shaking violently back and forth.

CUT TO:

BEGIN MONTAGE:

JACK'S POV UNDERWATER - His leash is caught under a lava 

shelf in the reef. He is struggling to get free, but the 

force of the water is pulling hard on his body. His leash is 

stretched taut, with his board being pulled hard the other 

direction.
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He continues trying desperately to reach down to release his 

leash but is unable to. He is still struggling under water, 

unable to take a breath as another wall of whitewater rolls 

over him.

GAS CHAMBERS LINEUP - Tom paddles over the 3rd wave of the 

set, then turns and takes off on the 4th wave. As he drops 

in, he sees Jack’s board still tombstoning. 

He straightens out, drops to his stomach and rides the 

whitewater to Jack’s board. He slides off his board and dives 

under the water.

UNDERWATER TOM'S POV- He sees Jack, now not moving. He grabs 

Jack, reaches down and releases the leash, then pulls Jack to 

the surface. 

ABOVE WATER - Tom lifts Jack onto his board and catches the 

whitewater to the beach where he gives Jack CPR. Jack finally 

spits up water and regains consciousness.

END MONTAGE.

END FLASHBACK.

BACK TO:

EXT. THE BEACH PARTY - EVENING48 48

JACK

If it wasn’t for Tom here, I would

have been a goner. He saved my life.

TOM

(Shrugging in jest)

What was I gonna do - he had the car

keys.

Jack shakes his head, laughs and gives Tom a playful push.

JENNIFER

(Laughing)

Wow, that’s quite a story. You’re

lucky to have a friend like Tom.

JACK

Yeah, I know.

So Jennifer, what’s your story?

JENNIFER

I’m a writer for Aging Well Magazine

in New York - I came here to
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interview Tom for an article I’m

doing about his remarkable story.

My readers want to know how to stay

healthy and vibrant as they grow

older - and Tom here is the perfect

poster boy.

JACK

Well, I’m an authority on Tom Clark,

let me know if you need to confirm

the accuracy of any ‘tall tales’.

JENNIFER

I’ll keep that in mind.

JACK

Well, I need to spread myself

around. Really nice meeting you

Jennifer. I hope we'll see you

again.

JENNIFER

You too, Jack.

Jack gracefully excuses himself. He gives Tom a quick glance 

of approval and goes back to the party. Jennifer and Tom 

resume their conversation.

TOM

I’m really glad you came, I was

hoping you wouldn’t be scared off by

a bunch of rowdy surfers.

JENNIFER

Oh no, thanks so much for inviting

me - this is really wonderful. It is

so beautiful out on the beach like

this in the moonlight. You guys have

a really good life here.

TOM

Yeah, life is too short to spend it

somewhere you don’t love.

JENNIFER

The only time there would be a

bonfire like this back home - it

would be accompanied by riots and

looting.

TOM

So where do you live? Manhattan?
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JENNIFER

Yeah. It’s where the "action" is,

where my career is.

TOM

Oh, hey, I looked you up online and

read some of your articles - I was

right about you - you're really a

good writer - and photographer.

JENNIFER

Thank you. That's kind of you to

say.

JENNIFER (CONT'D)

(teasing)

So, what, were you doing a

background check on me?

TOM

(joining the banter)

Well, you know, a guy can't be too

careful these days.

JENNIFER

So, did you find out anything

"terrifying".

TOM

Not yet, why? IS there something

"terrifying"?

JENNIFER

Not that I know of. You should be

safe.

TOM

(in mock relief)

Whew. That's a relief. I was hopin'

I wouldn't have to call for back-up.

Tom gets serious again.

TOM (CONT’D)

You mentioned your ex earlier, how

on earth did he let you get away?

JENNIFER

Let’s just say, he enjoyed his work

a little too much.

TOM

Ahh, I see.
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JENNIFER

What about you? Why is a smart,

handsome, charming guy like you

still running around "unclaimed"?

TOM

My wife was killed in a car accident

5 years ago. Drunk driver.

JENNIFER

Oh, I’m so sorry.

TOM

Thank you. You know, you can spend

your life trying to do everything

right - to take care of your health

- and then some self-destructive

fool comes along and destroys your

life instead of their own. 

That’s one of the reasons I’m so

down on self-destructive behavior -

it doesn't just affect your own

life, it impacts everyone else

around you.

Tom catches himself ruining the mood and changes the subject.

TOM (CONT’D)

So, what is it like living in a

major city - I’m not sure I could.

JENNIFER

It's an exciting place to be, but,

after a while, New York wears on

you. There's a reason it's known as

the "evil apple".

It has been great for my career, but

lately I've been starting to wonder,

"Is this all there is?"

And now, being here - experiencing

this and seeing how you guys live -

and how happy, healthy and connected

to nature you all are -

I’m realizing how much I’ve been

missing.

I have to go to the gym to get a

workout - you just go out into the

ocean - what a difference.
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Tom wraps his arm around her shoulder,

TOM

Well, maybe it is time for a change.

Maybe you should call - no - text -

your editor and tell him you’re not

coming back - that you're gonna work

remotely and take assignments from

here - a lot of people are doing

that these days.

The full moon is shimmering off the ocean and now is so 

bright that it is casting shadows on the beach. 

Tom and Jennifer are facing each other now, silhouetted 

against the fire and rim lit by the moonlight.

Jennifer smiles up at him as he pulls her closer,

JENNIFER

Now, that’s a tantalizing thought -

but I have a flight to catch

tomorrow - I have to be back in the

office on Monday morning - I have a

deadline to meet.

TOM

Then we need to make the most of

tonight.

They turn away from the fire and walk farther down the beach 

in the moonlight, arms around each other.

TOM (CONT'D)

(as they fade out of range 

into the darkness)

And you have to come back again -

I’ll teach you how to surf - you do

know how to swim, don't you? ---

FADE TO:

INT. AIRLINER - DAY49 49

Jennifer is on her flight to Los Angeles, where she'll 

transfer on to New York. She stares blankly out the window - 

a sadness on her face.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. PIPELINE OPEN, BROADCAST BOOTH - SAME TIME50 50
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The commentators are discussing the 'Tom Clark story' during 

a break in the action.

DAVE

As we've followed this story -- Tom

Clark has really redefined aging --

I mean, think about it - this is a

man who people would refer to as a

"senior citizen" and many would

picture him sitting in a rocking

chair holding a young grandchild on

his lap --

But Tom Clark has completely

shattered that stereotype.

He’s doing really physically-

demanding things - that 99.9% of

"seniors' couldn't possibly do even

if they wanted to.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. PIPELINE OPEN QUARTERFINALS, BROADCAST BOOTH - AFTERNOON51 51

The quarterfinals are underway. Two commentators are 

discussing the day's events.

COMMENTATOR #1 (DAVE)

Well the amazing "cinderella" story

continues - wildcard Tom Clark has

made it through another round - he

will now surf in this quarterfinal

heat - against Joey Lubrano. 

These two met in the first round

and, as you may recall, Joey handily

defeated Tom in that heat. Tom Clark

is really gonna have his hands full.

He turns to his co-commentator.

DAVE (CONT'D)

MARK, what's your take on all this?

(COMMENTATOR #2 (MARK)

(Aussie accent)

Yeah, Dave - this really is an

amazing story. I've never seen

anything like it in all my years of

doing this.
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You know, I retired from

professional surfing over 10 years

ago - and this guy is 15 years older

than I am. I don't know how he's

doing it.

DAVE

You’re right - it is hard to

believe.

MARK

Hell, I can barely make it out to

the line-up anymore - and here Tom

Clark is surfing 10-15 ft. barrels -

at Pipeline - in a contest - against

some of the world's best surfers -

and winning heats. I'm blown away.

EXT. IN THE LINEUP AT THE QUARTERFINAL HEAT - AFTERNOON52 52

(Final round heats have just 2 surfers facing off).

The heat has just begun and Tom and Joey Lubrano are the only 

two surfers in the lineup. They are sitting on their boards, 

looking out to sea and waiting for a set, close enough to 

hear each other. Neither surfer has priority yet.

TOM

(taunting Joey)

Hey Joey, I met your old man - what

a dick. He tried to bribe me to get

me to quit. Seems to me that he

doesn't have much confidence in you.

JOEY

That's bullshit. My dad knows - I'm

gonna be world champ.

TOM

Really? So, then why did he send

dumb, dumber and dumbest over to

beat me up? - obviously, that didn't

work out too well -

But of course you don't know any of

this 'cause daddy wouldn't want you

to know he's been fixing contests

for you.
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It kinda makes you wonder, "how many

contest judges has he bribed"?

JOEY

I win contests by surfing better

than the other guys - just like I

surf better than you.

TOM

Well, you better win it for you,

Joey - not for him. 

Tom keeps a close eye on the horizon, using his taunts to 

distract Joey, who doesn't notice the large set starting to 

build 1/2 mile out to sea.

TOM (CONT'D)

Don't you get it Joey? It's not

about YOUR dream. Having his

namesake out in the spotlight is

good for his "business" - we both

know, all he cares about is money.

You're just his trained seal. 

JOEY

(agitated)

Shut up you old fart. Your head

games won't work on me.

Tom continues, keeping Joey distracted.

TOM

Well, if you wanna be world champ,

you're gonna have to beat me first.

Just think how silly you're gonna

look when you lose to this "old

fart". They'll laugh you out of the

water.

Suddenly, Tom drops to his stomach and starts paddling 

vigorously toward the horizon as the large set begins to 

swell up far outside.

TOM (CONT'D) 

(over his shoulder)

- and here comes the wave I'm gonna

beat you on.

Tom is several strokes away from Joey before he finishes his 

last sentence, as an enormous wave starts to jack up on the 

outer reef. 
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Joey, caught completely off guard, looks back, sees the wave 

and starts paddling frantically after Tom.

Tom paddles up the face of the steepening swell, as it hits 

the main reef, he whips his board around and starts stroking 

hard into the wave. 

Joey has managed to paddle deeper into the peak, giving 

himself priority, but he’s a little closer to shore than Tom. 

He snaps his board around and paddles into the wave several 

feet beyond Tom. 

At the last second, Tom pulls back. 

Joey catches the wave and begins his drop - but he has made a 

critical error. He is too deep and too late. As he jumps to 

his feet, the wave jacks up dramatically, sucking him up the 

face and pitching him from the top. 

He free falls down the wave and hits the water hard at the 

bottom, then he and his board can be seen getting dragged 

over-the-falls in the breaking wave.

EXT. THE CROWD ON THE BEACH - AFTERNOON53 53

Joseph Lubrano - flanked by his sexy, young, Gucci-clad, 

trophy wife, and his bodyguard - is watching from the beach. 

As Joey goes over-the-falls, Joseph closes his eyes and 

slowly drops his head in frustration and defeat.

A sly smile crosses Tom's face and he shakes his head 

slightly as he watches Joey's fate.

On the shore, Joey is limping as he is helped out of the 

water and onto the beach. He is out of the contest. 

Tom stays out in the lineup alone. He watches Joey limp up 

the beach for a moment, then turns his attention back out to 

sea - searching the horizon.

INT. THE BROADCAST BOOTH - AFTERNOON54 54

With the suspense of who will win the heat gone, the 

commentators fill the time discussing the situation and 

events leading up to the present.

DAVE

Well, Tom Clark has accomplished

what no one thought was possible.
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He only needs one wave to win this

heat. He's made it past some of the

best surfers in the world to make it

all the way to the semifinals.

MARK

Tom's vast experience and intimate

knowledge of the break here at

Pipeline has been a big factor and

worked to his advantage - as we've

just witnessed.

Joey Lubrano did not understand this

wave nearly as well as Tom Clark

does - he misjudged that wave and it

cost him dearly.

DAVE

And, I think he misjudged Tom Clark

- and so has everyone else.

MARK

You know, when you watch the replay

of that wave, it looks like Joey was

caught completely by surprise.

DAVE

You may be right, Tom started

paddling 3 or 4 seconds before Joey.

MARK

I don't think Tom had any intention

of dropping in on that wave - he

knew from experience it was too

late. But Joey didn't and he was

determined not to let Tom have it.

I think Tom got Joey to make an

unforced error and take himself out

of the heat.

Joey may be the better surfer, but

Tom knew how to win.

DAVE

When we interviewed Tom early on, he

said that he only entered the

contest because he wanted to surf

uncrowded Pipeline again.

Well, his wish has just come true -

he has perfect 10-12 foot Pipeline
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all to himself for the next 35

minutes. He's livin' his dream.

MARK

And he's making the most of it, look

at this wave.

Out in the lineup, Tom drops into a monster, carves off the 

bottom, pulls into an epic barrel and makes the wave.

DAVE

Tom Clark is surfing so well right

now - the question that everyone

must be asking is "even if Joey

Lubrano had remained in this heat,

would he have beaten Tom Clark?"

Of course, we'll never know the

answer to that.

MARK

I think the reason Tom Clark is

surfing so well, is that he has no

pressure. He has nothing to prove

and nothing to lose. He's just out

there having fun.

Tom gets two more really nice waves before time runs out.

FADE TO:

INT. LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (LAX) - EVENING55 55

Jennifer walks through the terminal at LAX pulling her 

wheeled bag. She arrives at the gate where her connecting 

flight to New York will depart. The time is 9:14pm. She stops 

in front of the gate and looks up at the digital monitor.

It reads:

GATE 54A - JET BLUE - New York JFK - Flight B624 - Departs 

11:35pm - On Time - Arrives 8:02am EST

She just stares up at the gate monitor for a long time. 

Slowly, a look of realization grows on her face. She turns -

FADE TO:

INT. TOM'S LIVING ROOM - EVENING56 56

Tom is kicking back with Jack in his living room, reliving 

the day's events.
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JACK

I couldn't believe the kid went on

that wave.

TOM

Well, I had him a bit worked up, he

wasn't focused. I hope he's O.K.

JACK

I heard that he just tore his ACL,

he'll be out for a couple weeks, but

should be fine. His ego will

probably take much longer to heal.

(pause)

JACK (CONT'D)

Have you ever thought how different

your life might have been if you had

become a pro surfer back when you

were 18?

TOM

Oh, yeah, occasionally over the

years. But really, what's the point

- you always end up at shoulda',

woulda', coulda'. I had to make a

choice, I think I made the best one.

I have a really good life - better

than 99% of all the people who have

ever lived. There's no way I can

feel anything other than extremely

blessed and grateful.

JACK

Well said.

Just then Tom's cell phone rings. He walks over, picks it up 

off the counter, looks at caller ID, then answers in his 

business voice.

We only hear Tom's side of the conversation.

TOM

Hello, Tom Clark.

He listens for a moment -

TOM (CONT'D)

Yes, YES - Mr. Tanaka, it is great

to hear from you. To what do I owe

this honor?

listens some more -
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TOM (CONT'D)

Yes - sure -

(listening)

tomorrow evening will be fine -

(listening)

yes, 8:30 is fine - not a problem -

(listening)

the Halekulani? yes, I am familiar

with it - I will definitely be

there.

(listening)

I look forward to finally meeting

you in person. Good night, sir. Have

a good flight.

Tom hangs up the phone, turns and looks at Jack with a look 

of excitement. He mouths the word 'whoa'.

JACK

What was that all about?

TOM

That was Takeshi Tanaka. He is CEO

of one of the largest corporations

in Japan.

He's a billionaire and he is

building a huge, multi-million

dollar estate/corporate retreat on

20 acres up in Pupukea.

The main house alone will be

something like 30,000 sq. ft. He

wants all custom cabinetry and

woodwork throughout the kitchen,

bathrooms, bedroom, the library, his

office, and the conference rooms.

I bid on the job - it's well into 6

figures.

JACK

That's awesome. So you got the

contract? 

TOM

It looks that way. But Mr. Tanaka is

a man who insists on meeting face to

face with anyone he does business

with.

He's flying back to Tokyo from L.A.

tomorrow and has scheduled a layover
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tomorrow night here in Honolulu

specifically to meet with me.

This is a Godsend for my business.

This will work out fine - I'll have

plenty of time after the contest to

drive into town to meet him.

JACK

This calls for a celebration.

TOM

We'll celebrate when it's a done

deal.

FADE TO:

TOM'S KITCHEN - MORNING57 57

It is a little before 6:30 AM. Tom is making breakfast and 

getting ready to go down to the contest venue for his 

semifinal heat later in the morning. The phone rings. Tom 

answers.

TOM

Good morning, Tom Clark.

INT. TANAKA’S OFFICE - MORNING58 58

Mr. Tanaka's executive secretary, AKIO ARAKAWA, is on the 

phone.

TANAKA'S SECRETARY

Mr. Clark, This is Akio Arakawa. I

am Mr. Tanaka's executive secretary.

He asked me to call you to

reschedule his meeting with you.

Mr. Tanaka has to be back in Tokyo

earlier than expected for important

meetings.

He is already in the air, and his

flight will be arriving in Honolulu

in 4 hours at 10:25 AM this morning.

He will only have a short layover,

so he wants to meet with you at

11:15 at the airport. I will text

you the specific details.
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Mr. Tanaka will be out of

communication range until he lands

in Honolulu, but he is expecting to

see you when he arrives.

BACK TO:

INT. TOM’S KITCHEN - MORNING59 59

Tom is dumbfounded and nearly speechless.

TOM

(almost mumbling)

Uh, O.K., uh, yes. Thank you for the

call.

Tom hangs up the phone. He is in shock. He is suddenly faced 

with an impossible dilemma. He sinks onto a chair. His mind 

is racing as he stares at the wall.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. TOM’S DRIVEWAY - LATER60 60

Tom walks out his front door, dressed in nice Hawaii business 

attire. He walks over to his truck in the driveway, gets in, 

then sits behind the wheel staring into space. After a long 

moment, he starts the engine and turns his head to back out 

of the driveway. Just then, Jack drives up and pulls in 

behind Tom’s truck. Jack gets out. He's wearing surf trunks, 

a tank top and flip flops. He walks up to Tom's window. 

JACK

Where are you going? The contest

starts in just over an hour.

TOM

(in a daze)

Tanaka's secretary called. Mr.

Tanaka's plans have changed. He's

gonna be landing in Honolulu at

10:30. I have to be there to meet

with him the airport at 11:15.

JACK

(shocked)

WHAT? You can't do that. Your heat

starts at 11:00. You'll miss your

heat. You'll forfeit and be out of

the contest.
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TOM

I know, I know, but I can't NOT go

to meet with Mr. Tanaka. There is no

way to contact him until he lands

here.

If I don't show up, he will consider

it an act of disrespect - and will

never agree to give me this

contract.

My business is hurting. I need this

contract. This is the most important

job of my entire career - not to

mention the referrals and huge boost

to my reputation.

JACK

But, you can't just NOT show up for

your heat. Not now.

This isn't just about you wanting to

surf uncrowded Pipeline any more -

it's way bigger than that now.

There are people all over the world

who are counting you to be there,

who are cheering for you, believing

in you - you can't just leave them

all hanging.

TOM

I hear what you're saying brother,

but I gotta make the hard choice

here, This is the responsible thing

to do.

I need this contract. I've had too

many jobs cancel recently.

I can't risk losing this - it's too

important.

I gave Mr. Tanaka my word that I

would meet him. If I don't show up,

I may never live it down.

JACK

If you don't show up for your

contest heat, I GUARANTEE you that

you will NEVER live it down.

You will FOREVER be known as the guy

who was in the midst of achieving
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something incredible - and then just

quit right in the middle of it - and

just left everyone hanging.

Tom is shaking his head, not wanting to face the reality of 

what Jack is saying.

JACK (CONT'D)

How is this any different than

taking Joseph Lubrano's money to

quit? No one will care about the why

- the only thing they'll remember is

that you quit - for money.

Do you really want that as your

legacy?

TOM

This isn’t just about the money, my

integrity is on the line too - I

gave him my word. I don't think I

have a choice. I have to go.

JACK

NO, YOU DON'T! I'll go in your place

- as your representative. I'll

explain the situation to Mr. Tanaka.

Anyway, HE is the one who changed

the meeting time. He can't hold that

against YOU.

TOM

Mr. Tanaka is a very powerful man

who is used to other people changing

their plans to accommodate him.

JACK

(firmly)

Tom, you listen to me. We've been

friends for 50 years. You need to

trust me now! I won't fail you!

You HAVE to go surf in that heat. If

you don't, you will regret it for

the rest of your life.

Tom finally gives in, accepting the choice he must make.

TOM

(nodding slowly)

Yeah, you're right. Thank you.

You’re a lifesaver.
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JACK

Well, I owe you one.

Tom looks Jack up and down with a questioning look.

JACK

Don't worry, I'll put on long pants.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT/EXT. PIPELINE OPEN SEMIFINALS - MORNING61 61

The beach is packed with spectators, all wanting to be a part 

of this historic moment. The media frenzy continues swirling 

around Tom Clark and has now reached a fever-pitch.

CONTEST ANNOUNCER #1

(In the booth)

We are now getting ready for the

start of the 2nd semifinal heat here

at the Pipeline Open - and the story

that has eclipsed everything else is

the unbelievable run of Tom Clark.

He made it into this contest as the

wildcard after winning the

qualifying event, and astonishingly,

he has made it all the way through

the quarterfinals.

He will now be surfing in this

semifinal heat against KOA KEALOHA,

one of the hottest young Hawaiian

surfers on the world tour.

ANNOUNCER #2

I think the question on everyone's

mind is "Can Tom Clark do it again?"

He's got his work cut out for him if

he's going to beat Koa Kealoha, who

has just been on fire throughout

this contest.

FADE TO:

INT. HONOLULU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - IMMEDIATELY AFTER62 62

Jack sits in the Japan Airlines Global Club Sakara Lounge at 

Honolulu International Airport where he is to meet MR. 

TANAKA. He's wearing a nice, silk Aloha Shirt, long pants and 

tropical looking, woven leather shoes. 
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A Japanese businessman, wearing a business suit, who fits Mr. 

Tanaka's description enters the lounge.

Jack stands and approaches him.

JACK

Mr. Tanaka?

Tanaka looks to be in his late 50s. He is very stern and 

speaks in short, direct sentences.

TANAKA

Yes?

JACK

I am Jack Cole, Tom Clark's business

associate.

Mr. Clark wanted very much to be

here to meet you, but had important

commitment he could not cancel.

Tanaka frowns.

TANAKA

I came to Hawaii, specifically to

meet Mr. Clark, he assured me he

would come to meet me.

JACK

He intended to, but -

TANAKA

This is unacceptable. I cannot do

business with someone who has

disrespected me in this way.

JACK

With all due respect, sir, you're

the one who changed the meeting

time.

TANAKA

(stubbornly)

I am sorry. I came to meet Mr.

Clark, not you. This meeting is

over.

Jack is not having it. He gets tough with Tanaka.

JACK

(firmly)

Now HOLD ON. You came to meet Tom

Clark in person - to see for
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yourself the kind of man he is

before you commit to do business

with him, am I right?

Tanaka nods skeptically and utters a grunt of 

acknowledgement.

JACK (CONT'D)

Well, I'll tell you the kind of man

Tom Clark is, and I know him better

than anyone else on earth. Tom has

been my friend for nealy 50 years.

Not only is he the finest craftsman

I've ever worked with, he is also

one of the finest, most honorable

people I have ever known.

Tanaka softens a bit.

JACK (CONT'D)

He was ready to make an enormous

personal sacrifice and abandon many

people who were counting on him -

because he gave you his word. He was

going to lose a great deal just to

honor that commitment and not

disrespect you.

A man like that deserves great

respect. I'm the one who convinced

him not to come - and not to abandon

his other important commitment.

TANAKA

What is this other important

commitment?

JACK

He is surfing in the -

Before Jack can finish his sentence, Tanaka reacts angrily.

TANAKA

What? Surfing? How can you say that

is more - - 

Jack cuts him off in mid sentence.

JACK

(firmly)

WAIT, LET ME FINISH! He is surfing

in the Pipeline Open Professional
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Surf Contest, and he's made it all

the way through to the semifinals,

which are in progress as we speak.

Tom is competing against some of the

best surfers in the world, most of

whom are more than 30 years younger

than he is. He's done what no one

thought was possible - and in the

process he has become a global media

sensation.

Tanaka perks up in recognition

TANAKA

I have heard of this story - on the

news report. I did not realize this

was the same man. Very impressive.

JACK

Yes, it is truly remarkable. I told

him he could not quit, because many,

many people around the world are

cheering for him - and counting on

him.

Tanaka sternly contemplates for a few moments, then begins 

nodding slowly.

TANAKA

You are right, Mr. Cole. Tom Clark

is most fortunate to have you as a

friend.

Tell Mr. Clark that I will look

forward to meeting with him next

month when I return.

JACK

I will, and thank you sir.

Tanaka turns away from Jack and starts to leave, then stops 

and turns back.

TANAKA

And - wish Mr. Clark good luck in

the competition.

Jack nods and smiles.

JACK

I will, Aloha.
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He watches Tanaka exit the lounge.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. PIPELINE SEMIFINAL HEAT - SAME TIME63 63

The semifinal heat is underway. Kealoha has good scores early 

in the heat and is slightly in the lead.

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

This heat is still very much up for

grabs. There is plenty of time left.

Both surfers have had decent scoring

waves, but nothing like what we saw

in the previous heat. Kealoha is in

the lead, but he'll need some higher

scores if he's going to keep Tom

Clark at bay.

Then Kealoha takes off on a solid set wave. He pulls into a 

long barrel, then comes screaming out and carves an 

impressive cutback off the top, before he kicks out. He gets 

a very high score and takes a commanding lead.

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

That was an excellent ride for

Kealoha. He now has a commanding

lead.

ANNOUNCER #2 (V.O.)

Kealoha just threw down the

proverbial gauntlet on that wave.

Tom Clark will have to pull a rabbit

out of a hat to have any chance at

winning this one.

Tom soon answers with a very good wave, but it does not score 

as high as Kealoha's wave. Kealoha remains solidly in the 

lead.

EXT. THE BEACH AT THE SEMIFINALS - SAME TIME64 64

Jennifer arrives in an Uber ride. She gets out and hurries 

down to the beach where Tom's semifinal heat is underway. She 

makes her way down through the crowd to the water's edge and 

joins the people standing there watching the heat. 

Melissa is in the crowd, sees Jennifer arrive and approaches 

her.
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MELISSA

I saw you talking with Tom the other

night at the beach party.

JENNIFER

Yes, Tom invited me. I interviewed

him for an article I'm writing about

him for my magazine.

MELISSA

Oh, what magazine?

JENNIFER

I write for Aging Well Magazine, in

New York. Tom's story is a perfect

fit for us.

MELISSA

Oh, how interesting. You're

certainly a long way from home.

By the way, I'm Melissa, a friend of

Tom's.

JENNIFER

Hi, I'm Jennifer Stone.

Melissa gets devious - attempting sabotage.

MELISSA

Well, you better be careful with

this one, he’s a heartbreaker.

Jennifer is taken back, not quite sure what to make of 

Melissa's comment.

JENNIFER

Ok, well, thanks for the heads up.

But, I don't think I will include

that in the article.

MELISSA

Nice meeting you, enjoy your visit.

Melissa turns and starts off through the crowd, then she 

turns and calls back to Jennifer.

MELISSA (CONT'D)

Don't say I didn't warn you.

Jennifer looks concerned as she watches Melissa merge into 

the crowd, then she turns back toward the surf where Tom is 

in the heat. 
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Her concerned look now turns to questioning.

BACK TO:

EXT. SEMIFINAL HEAT LINEUP - LATER65 65

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

Time is running out for Tom Clark.

The fairytale may be over. He's

going to need a very high scoring

wave in order to overtake Kealoha to

win this heat. 

Finally, with a little over 4 minutes left in the heat, Tom 

takes off on another really solid wave and pulls into a 

gaping barrel. 

After several seconds he blasts out of the tube at high 

speed, and then, to the amazement of everyone, he launches 

off the top of the wave in a soaring aerial maneuver - and 

lands it. 

The crowd goes wild. His score is high enough to put him 

barely into the lead. 

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH - MOMENTS LATER66 66

ANNOUNCER #2 

(excited and laughing)

Oh my god, I don’t believe what I

just saw. That was amazing.

That was a move you expect to see

from a 20 year old, not a guy who is

65 - awesome.

ANNOUNCER #1

That score puts Tom Clark into the

lead - and changes everything. The

pressure is now on Kealoha. Tom

Clark might actually win this heat.

ANNOUNCER #2

That gauntlet that Kealoha threw

down on his last wave -- Well, Tom

Clark just picked it and threw it

right back at him. What an

incredible battle this is.

BACK TO:
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EXT. THE SEMIFINAL HEAT LINE-UP - LATER67 67

With less than 2 minutes left in the heat, Kealoha takes off 

on a solid set wave and pulls into a long tube ride. To 

everyone's surprise he makes it out to complete the ride. His 

score is enough to put him back into the lead again. 

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

Kealoha’s last ride was excellent.

That score puts him back in the

lead, and with just over a minute

left, that could seal the deal. Tom

Clark needs an 8.6 or better to win.

ANNOUNCER #2 (V.O.)

Hold everything, there's a wave

coming outside. It looks like it may

get here before this heat ends. Tom

has priority. He may still have a

shot.

The swell moves in and begins to jack up on the outer reef.

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

This wave is gonna be a monster. Tom

looks like he's in position to get

into it.

The clock ticks down to the final seconds of the heat. The 

waves jacks up. Tom takes off. He makes an unbelievable air 

drop, lands and pulls up into the barrel, then disappears 

from view. The horn sounds. 

On the beach, everyone is riveted on this wave. Time seems to 

stand still. After several seconds, the tip of Tom's board 

starts to emerge from the barrel - but suddenly it is 

engulfed in a giant whoosh of spray as the wave shuts down. 

The crowd groans in disappointment. The whitewater rolls in. 

Tom's board is tombstoning. Tom is nowhere to be seen. 

TOM'S POV UNDERWATER - MOMENTS LATER68 68

Tom’s leash is hooked under the reef. He is struggling to 

release it, but the force of the water is dragging him one 

way while his board is being pulled hard in the other 

direction - stretching his leash taut.

BACK TO:
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ABOVE THE WHITEWATER - MOMENTS LATER69 69

Several seconds pass, but no sign of Tom. Then, the next wall 

of whitewater sweeps past the tombstoning board. The 

lifeguards mobilize. The crowd stands in stunned silence and 

disbelief. Tom is still underwater. 

THE BEACH - SAME TIME70 70

BEGIN MONTAGE:

Concerned looks on the faces of the crowd, Tom's family and 

Jennifer.

Faces in the crowd looking shocked.

Tom's Parents worried.

Great concern on the faces of Rebecca and Jake

Jennifer has her hands covering her mouth, with disbelief and 

worry in her eyes.

END MONTAGE.

BACK TO:

TOM - STILL UNDERWATER - MOMENTS LATER71 71

After the 2nd wall of whitewater rolls over him Tom continues 

to struggle. Finally, he is able to reach his ankle to 

release it.

BACK TO:

ABOVE THE WHITEWATER - MOMENTS LATER72 72

A third wave breaks outside and is rolling toward Tom’s 

board. After what seems like minutes, Tom finally bursts out 

of the whitewater, gasping for air - his arm is in the air, 

signaling that he is O.K.

BACK TO:

THE BEACH - MOMENTS LATER73 73

A huge roar of cheers erupts from the crowd. 
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The heat is over.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

Relieved reactions on faces of Tom’s family and Jennifer.

Tom’s parents hugging each other.

Rebecca showing great relief and hugging her brother.

Jake hugging Rebecca and cheering.

Jennifer laughing, with tears running down her face.

END MONTAGE.

INT. BROADCAST BOOTH - MOMENTS LATER74 74

ANNOUNCER #1

It look like Tom is O.K. That was a

frighteningly long hold down. 

EXT. TOM PADDLING TOWARD THE BEACH - SAME TIME75 75

ANNOUNCER #1 (V.O.)

The scores for Tom Clark's last wave

are coming in now - - 7.4 - that

will not be enough to overtake

Kealoha, who will now advance to the

finals. 

Well, Tom Clark's amazing run is

over - but what a story it has been.

THE BEACH - MOMENTS LATER76 76

As Tom reaches the beach, he gets a hero's welcome and is 

deluged by the crowd. Kealoha, the winner and now finalist, 

is all but ignored, eclipsed by the 'Tom Clark phenomenon'. 

The media frenzy swirls around Tom as he makes his way up the 

beach carrying his board. People are shouting congratulations 

and high-fiving him (as if he won) and reporters are shoving 

their microphones out, trying to get a comment. 
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After stopping a few times for autographs and brief 

greetings,  Tom sees Jennifer in the crowd close by. 

Surprised and overjoyed, he reaches out and pulls her from 

the crowd. He pulls her close and kisses her passionately. 

The noise and clamor of the crowd and reporters fades.

After their long kiss, they pull apart.

TOM

(in happy disbelief)

You came back - I wasn’t expecting

you quite so soon.

JENNIFER

I got to thinkin’. I couldn’t let

you just keep running around

"unclaimed".

TOM

What happened to your deadline?

JENNIFER

I guess it's gonna die. I’m more

interested in living.

TOM

(smiling and nodding)

Me too.

They look into each other’s eyes for a long moment. Tom 

strokes the side of her face.

JENNIFER

Are you O.K? You were underwater for

so long.

TOM

Yeah, that was pretty scary for a

minute there - my leash was

caught on the reef and I was being

dragged the other way - I was

finally able to reach it and release

it.

JENNIFER

I was really worried, I'm so

thankful you're O.K. That was quite

a performance you put on.

TOM

Hey, I did better than I ever

dreamed I would. But, to be honest,

I'm kinda glad it's over, so I can
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get back to my life. I don't think

I'm cut out to be a celebrity.

JENNIFER

Oh, I met your friend Melissa, she

warned me about you.

Tom scoffs and shakes his head.

TOM

Oh, Melissa. Jack set us up. I

dodged that bullet. Don't believe a

word she says.

JENNIFER

Well, you know, a girl can't be too

careful these days.

TOM

So what are you gonna believe - her

- or your heart?

They look deeply into each other’s eyes for another long 

moment. Then Tom looks her over.

TOM (CONT’D)

I don’t see any claw marks.

Just then, they are interrupted by a large man, Yankees cap, 

no tan, Bermuda shorts, aloha shirt, BENJAMIN GOLDMAN, 

who bulls his way out of the crowd and introduces himself,

BENJAMIN GOLDMAN

Mr. Clark, my name is Benjamin

Goldman, I'm a literary agent from

New York - my agency would like to

represent you.

TOM

Represent me?

BENJAMIN GOLDMAN

Product endorsements, sponsorships,

TV appearances, book and movie deals

- you name it.

You're a celebrity now Mr. Clark.

You need professional

representation. Here’s my business

card. Call me.

He hands Tom his card, turns and fades into the crowd, as Tom 

turns back to Jennifer.
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TOM

Well, it sounds like I'm gonna need

a good writer - I think you should

stick around.

JENNIFER

Is that a job offer?

TOM

Think of it as a -"lifestyle

enhancement opportunity".

He pulls her close and kisses her again - then Jennifer 

pushes away.

JENNIFER

You’re wet.

TOM

(shrugs - grinning)

Yeah, surfing does that to you.

They both laugh happily, as they are inundated once again by 

the media and microphones.

VOICES IN THE CROWD

Mr. Clark --- Mr. Clark ---

FADE TO:

EXT. THE BEACH AT PUPUKEA - SUNRISE77 77

OVER THE SCENE

TITLE: 3 weeks later

It is shortly after sunrise. Tom is standing alone in his 

surf trunks on the beach at Pupukea. The beach is deserted 

except for a few other surfers - getting ready to paddle out 

at Pipeline - a few hundred yards down the beach.

The nose of his six foot surfboard is dug into the sand 

beside him as he surveys the waves, stretches and prepares to 

paddle out. 

It is a beautiful morning with a light offshore breeze. The 

ocean surface is smooth but a solid swell is running. The 

waves are nearly 2x overhead and really good with 5 or 6 guys 

already out in the line-up. Tom watches a surfer catch a wave 

and get a good ride.

Just then, Jennifer comes up behind him, wearing one of his 

work shirts. She puts her arms around him as she nuzzles his 
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back. He looks back over his shoulder at her and smiles.

TOM

Hey - I didn’t want to wake you.

He looks back out at the waves.

TOM (CONT'D)

The waves are lookin' really good, I

thought I’d get in an early session.

He looks down the beach at Pipeline. The waves are better 

there, but at least 50 surfers are already in the line-up.

TOM (CONT'D)

Those contest sessions were pretty

epic - great memories - for my

"rearview mirror".

JENNIFER

I think you have some pretty great

things to look at out the front

windshield too.

He turns his head looks back over his shoulder at her, 

smiles, then pulls her around in front and kisses her.

TOM

I think you’re right.

He looks her up and down.

TOM

You know, that shirt looks better on

you than it does on me.

JENNIFER 

(playfully)

Well then, maybe I’ll just keep it.

TOM

Oh, no, no, no, sweetheart — I’ll be

repossessing it later.

JENNIFER

Really, you think so? You can try.

TOM

Oh, I definitely will.

He turns her around, then wraps his arms around her so that 

they are both facing out at the surf.
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Just then, an out-of-shape, overweight, 60ish-looking woman 

comes jogging down the beach toward them, laboring heavily 

with every stride. 

They exchange a "good morning" greeting with her as she 

passes in front of them, but a few strides down the beach, 

she stops and turns around.

JOGGER

(breathing heavily)

You’re - that guy - in the surf

contest.

TOM

(laughs briefly and nods)

Yeah, that was me.

JOGGER

(still trying to catch her 

breath)

I just want you to know - that you

changed my life.

(pause for breaths)

Your story was such an inspiration

to me - as I know it was to a whole

generation of others like me - who

just needed a reminder - and your

amazing example.

(pause for more breaths)

You showed us that getting older

doesn’t have to mean losing our

passion for living - that we can

still do things that we thought we

were too old for. I am determined to

get back into shape. 

(pause for more breaths)

And those things you said about

refusing to grow old - that really

resonated with me. You gave me hope

of living the rest of my life -

healthy and vibrant.

JOGGER (CONT'D)

(she chokes back tears)

You're my hero. Thank you, Mr.

Clark.

TOM

(clearly humbled)

Wow, Thank you so much for sharing

that with me. It's really gratifying
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to know that what I've learned along

the way - has meaning and value to

other people too.

God bless you - and don’t stop

believing - in yourself.

The woman wipes her tears, smiles, then resumes her jog down 

the beach. Tom watches her trudge off, then turns back to 

Jennifer, who is looking up at him - beaming proudly. 

She reaches up and puts her arms around his neck, then leans 

up and whispers in his ear.

JENNIFER

(whispering)

You’re my hero too - Mr. Clark.

They pull apart and look into each other's eyes. Tom caresses 

the side of her face. Then they share a slow, tender kiss. 

They pull apart and gaze into each other's eyes for a long 

moment. Then he turns, grabs his board and walks down close 

to the water. He stops, surveying the surf and waiting for 

the set to subside, He turns back toward her. They smile at 

each other, then he turns again toward the ocean. 

The set ends. He runs toward the water and leaps over the 

shore break as it crashes at his feet. He lands on his board 

and begins paddling out furiously, as the current sweeps him 

toward the channel.

Jennifer's face shows her joy. The camera rotates slowly 

around behind her, then gradually zooms out and rises up as 

she stands alone on the shore - watching Tom surf.

THE END

DISSOLVE TO:

BEGIN MONTAGE: 

Tom surfing at Pupukea.

OVER SCENE

End credits roll.

FADE TO BLACK.
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